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PROFESSIONAL STAFF HANDBOOK
SIOUX FALLS SCLIOOL DISTRICT 49-5 
Sioux Falls, South Dakota
This handbook has been prepared for your convenience through the 
cooperation of the SFEA and the School Board. It provides basic 
information about the District, and policies and rules affecting the 
professional staff. The Professional Staff Flandbook compiles in 
Section Three all personnel policies of the District which have 
been negotiated through the years between the SFEA and the 
School Board and are now container! in a master contract. Policies 
pertinent to teachers which have not been negotiated are included 
in Section Two.
1992- 1995
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY: The Sioux Falls School District does not 
discriminate in its policies and programs on the basis of race, color, 
creed, religion, age, sex, disability, national origin or ancestry. 
Inquiries concerning the application of Title IX, Section 504 or Title 
VI may be referred to the Assistant Superintendent-Human 
Resources/ Administrative Services or Benefits Administrator at 
201 East 38th Street (605/338-7816 TDD 605/331-7948) or to the 
Regional Director, Department of Education, Office for Civil 
Rights, 1961 Stout Street, Denver, Colorado 80294.
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PHILOSOPHY OF THF 
SIOUX FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT
In the Sioux Falls School District No 49 5 of Minnehaha
County, South Dakota, our basic belief is that children and youth
are our most important resources; therefore, services are intended to
function with equal opportunity for the well-being of students.
Furthermore, we believe that:
1. Schools should seek to develop within students a desire and 
respect for learning, skills for making learning a lifelong process, 
and opportunities to apply these skills in living.
2. Instructional programs, activities, and methods of teaching in 
the schools must be diverse to meet individual needs, interests, 
abilities and learning styles of students.
3. Educational opportunities and experiences should be provided 
for students to develop toward responsible citizenship 
undertaking roles of leadership and group participation.
4. Instructional programs should emphasize the development of 
the basic skills that include reading, writing, speaking, 
listening, observing, critical thinking, reasoning, problem solving 
and logic.
5. Opportunities and experiences should be provided that 
encourage appreciation, the development of skills, and the 
exploration of talent in music, art, drama, physical and 
practical arts.
6. A learning environment should be provided for the students to 
acquire knowledge and skills to enhance their own physical and 
mental health, enabling them to accept in themselves and 
others the importance of feelings, dignity, and self-worth.
7. Students should be challenged through successful learning 
experiences at their ability level which will guide them in 
personal, social, ethical, moral and psychological development
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We recognize that our beliefs can be realized only through 
the mutual efforts and cooperation of the community, especially 
the students, parents, teachers, administrators, other staff 
members, and the School Board. This charge poses a challenge to 
all who support and utilize the school system, as well as all who 
work within the schools.
Adopted by Board Action 16708, June 14, 1976
i
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PART I
The District
The Sioux Falls School District includes the City of Sioux 
Falls and some of the nearby suburban areas. It is located in the 
southeast section of the state, near the Iowa, Minnesota, and 
Nebraska borders. The city is a trade center for a considerable 
area, and also the largest city in South Dakota. The economic life 
of the community centers around agribusiness, merchandising, light 
industry and finance. Sioux Falls is well served by an air and 
highway network and is well known as a convention center. The 
School District operates three high schools, four middle schools, 
and twenty-three elementary schools, and an area vocational- 
technical school with several program sites. In addition, Early 
Childhood Handicapped and Head Start programs are conducted 
by the District. Opportunities are offered for persons age 0 -21 in 
need of special or prolonged assistance. Total enrollment of the 
District is approximately 18,000 students. The administrative 
offices of the School District are located in the Instructional 
Planning Center at 201 East Thirty-eighth Street.
Dr. Jerry D. Weast, Superintendent 
Pam Sessler, Assistant Superintendent for Human 
Resources/Administrative Services 
Curtis Olson, Director of Education 
Dr. Bill Smith, Director of Instructional Support Services 
Karen Roth, Director of Exceptional Children Services 
Kevin Kaufman, Director of Finance Services 
Terry Sullivan, Director of Southeast Vocational Technical 
Institute
Ron Mattice, Director of Operational Services 
School Board
The School Board consists of five members, elected at large 
from the School District for three-year terms. Regular meeting 
dates are the second Monday of each month at 7:30 p.m., and 
meetings are normally held in the Instructional Planning Center. 
Special meetings are held as necessary.
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Dr. John Sorenson, President 
Ruth Parry, Vice-President 
Melanie Bliss, Member 
Roger Risty, Member 
Mary Tidwell, Member
General Offices and Schools
Teachers are invited to attend Board meetings.
General Offices Phone
Instructional Planning Center 331-7900
AV Technical Services 331-7656
Buildings & Grounds 331-7965
Community Education Services 331-7999
Data Processing 338-8432
Food Service Center 331-7935
Howard Wood Field 331-7611
Indian Education 335-4282
SEVTI 331-7624
TV Production (OWL) 331-7984
District Print Shop 331-7627
Sioux Falls Education Association 339-3236
(Representative Organization)
School Principal Phone Address Zip
High Schools
Lincoln Fred Stephens 331-7990 2900 S. Cliff Ave 57105
(LRE)
Roosevelt Dr. R. Perdaems 338-8400 6600 W. 41st St. 57106
(LRE)
Washington Jan Nicolay 331-7970 501 N. Sycamore 57103
(LRE, LEP)
Middle Schools
Axtell Park JimCroston 331-7647 201 N. West Ave. 57104
(LRE)
Edison Joanne Smith 331-7643 2101 S. West Ave. 57105
Patrick Henry Dan Griffith 331-7639 2200 S. Fifth Ave. 57105
(LRE)
Whittier Dr. R. Kiner 331-7620 930 E. Sixth St. 57103
(LEP)
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School Principal Phone
Elementary Schools
Jane Adda ms Mike Hansen 338-6374
Laura B. Anderson Jan Dangel 338-9564
Bancroft Dianna Kemper 338-2302
Cleveland Dr. R. Hemre 339-4592
Harvey Dunn Dr. K. Coulter 371-2403
Emerson Anja Hoekman 338-5633
(Alt Sch/ECH)
Eugene Field Sid Stallinga 332-1109
Franklin Rodney Unruh 338-5682
(LEP)
Robert Frost Ken Cross 336-3889
Garfield Carolyn Pesicka 338-4506
John Harris Carol Brown 338-8374
(LRE)
Hawthorne Dr. C. Bee 338-9464
(ECH, LRE)
Hayward Dave Mendel 
57107
336-9220
Oscar Howe Doug Erickson 338-8371
Irving Marcia Muller 338-8364
(Head Start)
Jefferson Lyle Farrand 332-4762
J. F. Kennedy Doris Johnson 338-8435
(LRE)
Lincoln Marcia Muller 338-8364
Longfellow Ken Iseminger 334-5762
(LRE)
Lowell Pat Croston 338-8378
Horace Mann Jan Davis 338-(M)32
(LRE)
Renberg Larry Anderson 543-5273
South Sioux Mary Peterson 338-8434
(ECH, HdSt)
Mark Twain John Gauer 334-9(H) 1
Laura Wilder Fred Aderhold 332-4824
(LRE)
Address Zip
1101 N. Williams 57104 
160(1 N. Wayland 57103 
230 N. Blauvelt 57103
1000 S. Edwards 57103
2400 S. Bahnson 57103
515 S. Lake Ave. 57104
501 S. Highland 57103
1200 E. Third St. 57103
3101 S. Fourth Ave. 57105 
701 Roberts Drive 57104 
3501 E. 49th St. 57103
601 N. Spring 57104
400 N. Valley View
2801 Valley View 57106 
1116 W. Ninth St. 57104
1610 S. Lake Ave. 57105 
4501 S. Holbrook 57106
1116 W. Ninth St. 57104 
1116 S. Fourth Ave. 57105
710 W. 18th St. 57104
1406 E. 26th St. 57105
Rt 1 Box 913; Renner57055 
801 W. 41st St. 57105
315 W. 27th St. 57105
23(H) S. Lyndale 57105
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Central Administration
The chief executive officer of the School District is the 
Superintendent of Schools. The Superintendent directs the staff in 
implementing the educational program in accordance with the 
policies of the School Board. The administrative offices of the 
District are located in the Instructional Planning Center at 201 East 
Thirty-eighth Street.
Sioux Falls Education Association
The Sioux Falls Education Association (SFEA) is the 
recognized bargaining representative of the teachers of the School 
District. Their office is located at 117 West 39th Street.
Elaine Roberts is president for 1992-1993 and a listing of 
other officers may be found in the District directory.
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This compilation of District policies does not constitute all 
policies verbatim. Please refer to the policy manual in each 
building for clarification.
Orientation
The principal is responsible for the orientation of new
teachers assigned to the school. Information and general directions
should be given in regard to the following:
1. The names of building staff and others assigned to the building.
2. Location and use of physical facilities of building: classroom, 
cafeteria, library, teachers' lounge, and lavatories.
3. Teaching materials: courses of study, guide books, textbooks, and 
supplementary materials for grade or subject.
4. School forms: attendance reports, pupil and school records, 
transfers, purchase orders, plan books, etc.
5. Method of ordering books and supplies, securing audio-visual 
equipment, methods of getting material duplicated, disposing of 
lost and found articles.
6. Schedule and meaning of all bell signals.
7. Regulations for pupils in building and on schtxil grounds; uses of 
entrances, exits, lavatories, playground areas, equipment and 
activities; regulations for pupils during, before, and after school 
hours.
8. Directions regarding building meetings, in-service training 
meetings, other meetings, assignments to school committees, fire 
drill regulations, policies concerning teachers' absence, 
attendance, dismissal, excuse of pupils from school, etc.
9. The goals and aspirations of our schools.
It). School system policies and regulations.
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Code of Ethics
The School Board Policy 4116 (a) constitutes the Code of 
Ethics for teachers. It should be noted that South Dakota teachers 
also work under the Code of Ethics promulgated by the Professional 
Practices Commission. This may be found in the South Dakota 
Teachers Professional Practices Act (Bulletin No. 2, 1971) .
Responsibilities for Community, Curriculum, and Planning
Development of good will toward the schools shall be the 
responsibility of all staff members. This responsibility cannot be 
delegated to one person. Not only must children be enlightened, but 
parents must have the benefit of positive attitudes regarding the
schools.
The citizens of this community invest much in the schools 
and have a right to know why we are doing certain things. They 
will not long invest their money in something they do not 
understand. We must generously explain, in layperson's language, 
what we are doing and why.
Parent-teacher conferences in the schools of the District 
offer splendid opportunities to improve home-school relationships. 
There are many ways to satisfy this responsibility: offer your 
suggestions to those people who can improve faulty conditions; take 
an interest in people and activities outside the profession; meet 
'outsiders' as friends, not enemies of education; and keep in mind 
that favorable public sentiment will result in being positive about 
the issues surrounding education.
It is the primary responsibility of the teacher to become 
completely familiar with the curriculum guides. The teacher must 
read the guide, be familiar with the general objectives, and 
organize the information and activities into effective teaching 
units.
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Short-term planning details a segment of the long-term 
plan. It may vary in length from a few days to a few weeks, 
depending on the teaching unit. Teachers should carefully plan 
each week's work and write these plans in the weekly lesson plan 
book.
The principal shall review teachers' lesson plans 
regularly. The consultant may ask for the plans when working 
with the teacher.
Playgrounds
Whenever large numbers of children are brought together in 
one play area, that area should be supervised. For that reason 
playgrounds must be supervised for 20 minutes before school in the 
morning and during recess periods.
Playground Duty
1. Please be on the playground promptly when your duty begins.
2. Circulate about the area to which you are assigned.
3. Help children take care of equipment:
a . No kicking of playground balls.
b. No bouncing of balls against building.
4. Keep children off the dirt area when it is wet and muddy. 
Also, keep children out of water puddles on the blacktop.
5. No school playground equipment is to go outside before a 
teacher is on duty. This is to discourage children from coming 
early.
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General Responsibilities of the Teacher at the Building
Teachers will be held responsible for the care of furniture in 
the classrooms. Students are expected to pay for willful damage to 
school property.
Teachers are responsible for school keys. Do not give to 
students.
Teachers are responsible for turning out lights, closing 
windows, and locking the door when leaving their rooms after 
school.
The period before and after school, and during recess, will 
be supervised, though at certain periods other personnel will be 
employed as supervisors. At no time will children be sent from the 
building without supervision.
The teachers should make themselves available to 
students who seek their help before and after school.
If it is necessary for a teacher to leave the building during 
school hours, he/she should sign out at the office before leaving. A 
register has been provided showing the date, name, time of leaving 
and the reason.
Teachers should feel free to leave when necessary. However, 
they should use good judgment in the frequency and purposes for 
which they go.
Teachers’ Absence
A teacher who expects to be absent must call the Substitute 
Caller, if possible by 6:00 a.m. Elementary staff needing substitutes 
call 338-7827 and secondary staff call 338-8301.
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This number may be called during llie evening, overnight or 
weekends as well. A call must be made for each day of absence.
Later in the morning staff should call the principal to give reason 
for absence and date one expects to return. For absence other than 
illness or family bereavement, the teacher must submit an Absence 
Request form signed by the principal.
Lesson Plans
Each teacher will maintain a proper lesson plan for one week 
in advance each Friday before leaving the building. An up-to-date 
seating chart of the teacher’s class or classes shall be a part of the 
lesson plan book. Other regulations relative to lesson plans will be 
made by the individual building principal .
Substitute Folder
Each teacher should prepare a 'substitute folder' to be kept 
in the upper right-hand drawer of the desk. It should contain:
1. A seating chart
2. The daily program
3. All schedules (playground duty, fire drill procedures, etc.)
4. The Professional Staff Handbook.
5. Plans for the day if you know you will be absent. (These 
would be in addition to your regular plan book.)
Tenure
There is no tenure policy for teachers in the Sioux Falls public 
schools. Teachers entering the system, however, will serve a 
probationary period of two (2) years.
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Resignation
Any employee whose appointment is subject to confirmation 
by the School Board and who intends to resign should submit a 
written statement of resignation to the Superintendent of Schools, 
or designees, who shall in turn submit the resignation to the School 
Board for action.
Tutoring, Prohibition of Sales to Pupils and District
No employee may charge a student a fee for any service 
rendered the student on the school premises, nor can these services 
be rendered during school hours.
No employee may receive royalties on books or materials 
written for the School District. No employee may receive royalties 
on books or material authored by the employee and purchased by 
the District during the person's tenure with the District, nor may 
any employee render any commercial service to the school system on 
a commission basis.
Student Teachers
The School District assumes the obligation to provide 
apprentice teaching opportunities for student teachers from state 
colleges and universities.
A student teacher is defined as a teacher trainee, an 
observer, or an intern. The superintendent, or designees, shall 
determine the number of trainees who shall be placed in the schools 
at any one time. Care shall be taken to see that no school or teacher 
is overburdened.
Formal agreements are made with Augustana College,
Sioux Falls College, University o f South Dakota ami South Dakota 
State University which authorize the president and business 
manager to enter into and execute, for and on behalf of the District, 
a Student Teaching Agreement with the respective institutions on a
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continuing contract basis, not requiring annual renewal, but subject to 
cancellation by either party, providing, however, that no 
termination of said agreement will occur during any 
academic school year for which said agreement is in force; it being 
further understood that the Superintendent of Schools is designated 
as the authorized representative of the School District.
The agreement with South Dakota State University refers 
to counseling and guidance as well as student teaching.
The responsibility of the school system is:
1. To assure that the cooperating teacher is qualified 
scholastically, educationally, and personally.
2. To select the cooperating teachers from those who are 
genuinely interested and willing to cooperate with the 
program.
3. To reserve the right to interview and otherwise screen 
applicants for practice teaching opportunities and to control 
the duration of the assignments agreed upon.
4. To see that the student teacher visits all levels of instruction 
early in his/her student teaching assignment. These 
visitations should be a minimum of three days and should be 
under the supervision of the cooperating teacher, building 
principals, and classroom teachers involved.
5. The cooperating teacher is responsible for all areas of 
instruction, grades, and communication. The cooperating 
teacher is responsible for classroom instruction and 
management.
6. To see that the student teacher is not used as a substitute 
teacher except in rare emergencies .
7. To see that there is an appropriate ending and beginning for 
the experience. This should be done by the faculty.
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The District requires the following from the college.
1. An application for placement of student teacher for the fall 
term for each prospective student teacher is required during the 
month of May.
2. An application for placement of student teachers for the next 
quarter is required before the end of the previous quarter.
3. This application should include the following:
a. Preparation - scholastic, without specific grades; practical 
experience, personal background, travel experience;
b. Personal information relative to classroom performance;
c. Health record.
4. Cooperating teacher orientation by the college (should be 
personal).
5. We feel that it is essential for the prospective student teacher 
to meet the cooperating teacher personally around the time the 
application (1 and 2) is presented.
6. All student teachers must have proper supervision. A 
minimum of three (3) observations and interviews at spaced 
intervals is required.
The responsibilities of the student teacher are:
1. To maintain the same standards as the employed faculty.
2. To attend all professional meetings at the discretion of the 
cooperating teachers.
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Non-Discrimination Policy
It is the policy of the Sioux Falls School District 49-5 of 
Minnehaha County, South Dakota, not to discriminate on the basis 
of race, color, creed, religion, sex, disability, national origin, or 
ancestry.
Employee Grievance Procedure Relating to Non-Discrimination
Policies
Definition A "grievance" under this policy shall mean a 
complaint which has been filed by a student or by a student's 
parent, on his or her behalf, or by an employee or other citizen 
dealing specifically with sex discrimination or discrimination 
related to disability. This grievance procedure is not applicable to 
situations for which other appeal and adjudication procedures are 
provided in state or Board policy or in which the Board is without 
authority to act. Normal channels of communication from student to 
teacher to administrator to School Board shall be used whenever 
feasible, in seeking clarification of questions of concern to the 
student, before the grievance procedure is utilized. The same 
principle shall be followed with respect to complaints of an 
employee or other citizen.
Purpose. The primary purpose of this procedure is to secure 
at the earliest level possible, equitable solutions to a complaint, if 
the claim is justifiable. The proceedings shall be kept confidential 
at each level of this procedure.
Level One. Any student or employee who has a complaint of 
sex discrimination or discrimination related to disability shall 
attempt promptly to resolve the complaint informally by discussion 
with his or her principal in the case of a student, or his or her 
supervisor in the case of an employee. If these informal efforts do 
not resolve the complaint, the complaint shall be submitted in 
writing within thirty (30) days of the original attempt to resolve 
the complaint, and in no event later than sixty (60) days after the 
action or set of circumstances occurred against which the complaint 
is directed. The complaint shall describe in as much detail as 
possible the facts of the situation.
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The principal or supervisor shall keep a written record of the 
discussion at this formal level and provide a copy to the student or 
employee involved. The principal or supervisor shall issue a 
written statement of decision within ten (10) working days of the 
meeting which has followed review of the written complaint.
Level Two. A citizen may file his or her complaint in 
writing directly with the Superintendent of Schools. If the 
complaint of a student or employee is not resolved at level one, he 
or she may file a complaint in writing with the Superintendent of 
Schools within fifteen (15) days of receipt of the level one decision, 
furnishing a copy to the principal or supervisor. The Superintendent 
shall arrange a meeting to discuss the complaint within ten (10) 
working days of the receipt of the written complaint and subsequent 
meetings may be scheduled as agreed to by both parties. The 
Superintendent shall provide an answer in writing to the 
complainant within ten (10) working days of the final meeting 
regarding the complaint.
Live! Three. If the complaint is not resolved at level two, 
the student or employee or other citizen may file his or her 
complaint in writing with the School Board in care of the secretary 
to the Board. The complaint shall be filed within fifteen (15) days 
of the receipt of the level two decision. The Board shall consider 
the matter at a meeting of the School Board within ten (10) 
working days of the receipt of the complaint. The complainant and 
the administration and/or staff member(s) shall each have the 
right to present his or her position to the School Board. Upon such 
hearing before the School Board, either party upon two (2) days' 
notice in writing to the other party, may have counsel present and 
shall have full opportunity to present all relevant evidence. The 
Board shall within thirty (30) calendar days after the meeting 
advise the complainant in writing of its action with regard to the 
complaint.
Certain policies pertaining to personnel have been omitted 
from the handbook. For reference purposes these are as follows:
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Policy 1150 - Responsibilities of School Personnel 
Policy 1152 - Responsibilities: Teachers 
Policy 1311 - Participation in Community Life 
Policy 1500 - Membership - Recognized Associations 
Policy 6114 - Emergencies
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P A R T HI
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE SCHOOL BOARD OF THE 
SIOUX FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 49-5 AND THE 
SIOUX FALLS EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
The Sioux Falls School District No. 49-5 and the Sioux Falls 
Education Association agree:
Article I - Agreement 
Section A - Recognition Agreement
The Board hereby recognizes the Sioux Falls Education 
Association as the sole and exclusive representative of the 
counselors, classroom teachers, area vocational-technical school 
teachers, school nurses, librarians, psychometrists, psychologists, 
and non-administrative special education professional staff 
members. Such recognition shall be continuous from year to year 
unless challenged.
The Board agrees not to negotiate with or recognize as a 
formal representative any group of teachers or teachers' 
organization other than the Association for the duration of this 
agreement or until such time as another organization has been 
declared the duly elected representative of the teachers by the 
Division of Labor and Management Relations of the State of South 
Dakota Department of Labor pursuant to SDCL 3-18.
Section B - Recognition of Board Responsibility
It is recognized and agreed by the parties that the Board is 
charged by law, SDCL 13-8-39, with the general charge, direction, 
and management of the schools of the District. It is the intent of the 
parties that none of the responsibilities imposed upon the Board by 
this, or any other statute or applicable declaration of common law, 
be surrendered, nor that anything contained in this agreement be
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contrary to law or exceed the authority granted to the Board by 
law. To the extent any part of this agreement does any of the 
previously mentioned, it is void .
Section C - Definitions
"Agreement" means this contract between the Sioux Falls 
School District No. 49-5 and the Sioux Falls Education Association.
"Association" means the Sioux Falls Education Association.
"Board" means the School Board of Sioux Falls School 
District No. 49-5.
"Certificated personnel" means individuals certificated 
and regularly employed in a professional capacity by the Board.
"Conditions of employment" means economic benefits, 
length of time worked and comfort, health and safety of staff 
members.
"Consultant" means a resource person qualified by training 
and experience to advise on problems being considered by the 
parties. Said consultant may or may not be an employee of the 
Board and may be called upon by either party.
"Mediator" means a qualified person who seeks to assist in 
the resolution of disagreements .
"Professional negotiations" means an orderly process 
through which the Association and the Bt>ard cooperatively 
discuss and develop proposed policies related to grievance 
procedures, economic benefits and conditions of employment.
"Superintendent" means Superintendent of the Sioux Falls 
School District No. 49-5 or, where applicable, his/her designee.
"Teacher" means all employees represented by the 
Association in the bargaining unit.
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Section D - Severability
If any provision of this agreement or any application of the 
agreement to any employee or group of employees shall be found 
contrary to law by a court of competent jurisdiction, then such 
provision or application shall not be deemed valid and subsisting 
except to the extent permitted by law, but all other provisions or 
applications shall continue in full force and effect. In that event, 
the parties to this agreement shall meet as soon as reasonably 
possible and negotiate a substitute provision according to the 
provisions in Article II.
Section E - Printing of Agreements
This agreement shall be included in a Professional Staff 
Handbook which shall be printed at the expense of the School 
District within thirty (30) days after the negotiated agreements 
are adopted by the School Board or as soon thereafter as is 
practical and presented to all teachers now employed or hereafter 
employed. Further, the School District shall furnish 1(X) copies of 
the staff handbook to the Association for its use.
Article II - Negotiation Procedures 
Section A - Problem Solving
This level of negotiation is optional and may be pursued 
upon mutual agreement.
The Board and the Association agree that they will 
attempt to resolve issues which are negotiable through a process of 
problem solving. The process may be viewed as a pre-negotiation 
phase. Problem solving shall be directed toward reaching early 
settlement, toward reaching settlement amicably, toward all 
participants viewing the entire process as one of problem solving, 
and, finally, toward maintaining flexibility as the parties attempt 
to accomplish goals.
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The parties will attempt to complete the problem solving 
phase of negotiations by January 1. The process should involve the 
smallest number of people possible. Working groups should 
normally involve not more than three (3) persons from each party. 
"Third party" representatives should not be involved. The process 
should be used to deal with salary and benefit issues and other 
matters viewed as appropriate to the process. Working groups will 
reach agreements which are subject to the approval of the parties. 
Failure to reach consensus or agreement will leave issues subject to 
formal negotiations.
Section B - Negotiations; Principles
1. As a condition of participating in negotiation, the School 
Board and the Association recognize that their relationships 
must continue to be characterized by mutual responsibility and
respect.
2. The process described in this agreement is dependent on mutual 
understanding and cooperation. It therefore requires a free and 
open exchange of views with all parties participating in 
discussion. As a condition of participation in negotiations, 
both parties agree to negotiate in good faith.
3. Failure in the negotiation process results in financial outlays 
by both the Association and the Board, which could be used for 
more beneficial purposes.
4. Subjects of Negotiations - The parties shall negotiate salary, 
rates of pay, all economic aspects of employment, grievance 
procedures, hours of employment, and conditions of 
employment as defined in Section C of Article 1. The statutory 
responsibilities of the Board are not subject to negotiation.
5. No group of employees may discriminate in its membership on 
the basis of race, creed, sex, marital status, handicap, grade 
level, or subject field.
6. The Association shall be entitled to the reasonable use of 
school communications media as established by the Board.
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7. Membership in any organization shall not be required as a 
condition of employment.
Section C - Responsibilities and Rights
1. The Board agrees that it will not directly or indirectly 
discourage, deprive, or coerce any teacher in the enjoyment of 
any rights conferred by the laws or Constitutions of South 
Dakota and of the United States, and that it will not 
discriminate against any teacher because of his/her 
membership in the Association or collective negotiations with 
the Board, and his/her institution of any grievance, complaint 
or proceeding under this agreement; and that the rights 
granted to teachers in this agreement are in addition to those 
provided in the above-mentioned statutes and Constitutions.
2. Consistent with the Code of Ethics of the Education 
Profession, and laws and Constitutions of South Dakota 
and of the United States, teachers shall be entitled to full 
rights of citizenship and the exercise thereof shall not be 
grounds for any discipline or discrimination against a 
teacher.
3. The parties agree that there shall be no discrimination 
against any employee or applicant by reason of race, creed, 
sex, marital status, disability, or national origin, and that 
the provisions of this agreement shall be applied in a 
manner which is not arbitrary, capricious, or 
discriminatory.
4. The Association shall have the right to post notices of its 
activities and matters of Association concern on teacher 
bulletin boards, at least one (1) of which shall be 
provided in each school building. The Association shall 
have the right to use the established District mail 
service and teacher mail boxes for communication to 
teachers .
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5. The Association and its representatives shall have the 
right to use school buildings for local Association 
meetings, provided that when special custodial services 
are required, the Board may make a reasonable charge 
therefore and that such use shall not interfere with the 
school program.
6. The Association shall have the right to use school office 
facilities and equipment, including typewriters, 
mimeographing machines, other duplication equipment, 
calculating machines and all types of audio-visual 
equipment, when such equipment is not otherwise in use. 
Association use of such facilities and equipment will be 
permitted provided that:
a. Request is made and use arranged for in advance 
with the principal of the school or the office 
manager of the IPC or their designee.
b. The use is strictly to service the legitimate 
business of the Association, such as the duplication 
of records, notices, correspondence, etc.
c. Supplies and expense, in connection with such 
equipment use, will be furnished or paid for by the 
Association.
d. Data processing equipment is not included in this 
provision. However, use of such equipment may be 
arranged for on an individual case basis with the 
director of data processing.
7. The Association shall be part of any discussions between 
the Board and the colleges and/or universities relating to 
the student teacher agreement.
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When a question concerning the representation of certified
personnel is raised by the School Board, employee organization or
employees, such question shall be settled according to SDCL 3-18
and rules promulgated by the South Dakota Department of Labor.
Section E - Procedures
1. Organization: The Superintendent shall call for a meeting of 
the parties to negotiations not later than ten (10) days 
following the regular January Board meeting, giving due notice 
of time and place. Agenda items for subsequent meetings shall 
be submitted at this organizational meeting. Additional 
meetings shall be agreed upon by the parties as may be 
necessary to complete consideration of agenda items as 
promptly as practical. Meetings shall be scheduled to avoid 
conflicts with school duties of Association representatives.
The Board and the Association each shall have the right to be 
represented by parties of their respective choosing at 
negotiating sessions.
2. Caucus: Each party has the right to caucus at any time during 
the meeting
3. Executive Session: Each party shall have the right to request 
executive session.
4. Agenda: An agreed-upon agenda will be developed prior to 
each meeting.
5. Tentative Agreements: When tentative agreement is reached 
on an agenda item, the chief negotiators shall place their 
signature on these items with each party retaining one (1) 
copy.
6. Reopening Negotiations: Negotiations may be reopened for 
additional agenda items by mutual consent of the Board and 
Association.
Section D • Challenge of Recognition
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7. Study Committees: ITie parties may appoint ad hoc study 
committees for research, study, and development of reports; 
such committees shall report their findings only to the parties.
8. Exchange of Information: The Board and the Association agree 
to cooperate in collecting and sharing such information as will 
assist both parties in developing intelligent, feasible, and 
constructive proposals including timely statements of the 
District’s financial condition.
9. Released Time for Negotiators: Whenever any representative 
of the Association or a teacher participates during working 
hours in negotiations he/she shall suffer no loss of pay. Such 
participation shall be the result of conciliation, mediation, 
factfinding, impasse or an emergency negotiating session. 
During emergency negotiating sessions the Board shall pay 
fifty (50) percent of the cost of any necessary substitutes, and 
the Association shall pay fifty (50) percent.
10. Negotiators shall not be subject to criticism for reasonable use 
of the telephone during working hours when concerned with 
provisions of this policy. However, it is recognized that the 
prime purpose of the telephone is for school business.
11. Review of contract/concems:
a. The Superintendent and the president of the Association 
shall meet at the request of either party with the 
negotiators and other representatives for ea> h party at a 
time convenient to both parties for the purpose of reviewing 
the administration of the teaching contract and the 
negotiated agreement, to resolve problems that may arise 
and to consider matters of mutual concern to the parties. 
These meetings are not intended to and shall not bypass the 
grievance procedure. Each party shall reserve the right to 
include advisory personnel at such meetings.
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b. Each party shall submit to the other an agenda at least 
seven (7) calendar days prior to the meeting. Tentative 
agreements which would amend this agreement shall 
be reduced to writing, signed by both parties, and if 
ratified by both parties, shall thereupon become part of 
this agreement. Understandings reached as to areas of 
concern not considered by this agreement shall be 
reduced to writing, signed by both parties, and adopted 
by the Board, and/or implemented by the 
Superintendent.
Section F - Agreements
When an agreement is reached by the parties, it shall 
then be reduced to writing and submitted for consideration by 
the Board and the members of the Association. If approved by 
the Association and adopted as policy by the Board, it shall 
become a part of this agreement.
Section G - Mediation
If good faith negotiation has not resulted in agreement on 
any subject(s) of negotiation, either party may initiate the 
following process in which both parties must participate:
1. One (1) mediator may be selected by mutual agreement. If 
after seven (7) days no agreement is reached upon whom 
the mediator shall be, Step 2 shall be implemented.
2. One (1) mediator shall be selected by each party and a 
third mediator to be chairperson of the panel shall be 
selected by the two (2) mediators. If after three (3) days 
no agreement is reached upon whom the third mediator 
shall be, the parties shall implement Section H, 
Factfinding. The mediator(s) shall meet with the parties 
jointly or separately as may be necessary to facilitate 
meaningful negotiations toward an agreement.
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Seclion H - Factfinding
1. Either party may request factfinding by the Department 
of Labor and both parties must participate in the process. 
The procedure shall be in accord with the current 
procedure in use by the Department of Labor.
2. Within three (3) days of receipt of the factfinder’s 
recommendation and explanation, the parties shall meet 
to negotiate in good faith unless agreement has already 
been reached.
3. If an inability to reach agreement persists, either party 
may take any action provided by law.
Section I - Costs
All fees and expenses of mediation and factfinding shall be 
shared equally by the Board and the Association.
ARTICLE III- Grievance Procedure 
Section A - Definitions
1. A grievance is a complaint by a teacher, or group of teachers, a 
representative of the Association, officers of the Association, 
or the Association, based upon an alleged violation, 
misinterpretation or inequitable application of this 
agreement. Nothing contained in this policy shall be 
construed to limit, impair or affect the right of any teacher or 
his/her representative to the expression or communication of a 
view, grievance, complaint, or opinion on any matter related to 
the condition or compensation of public employment or 
betterment, so long as the same is not designed to and does not 
interfere with the full, faithful and proper performance of the 
duties of the employment; nor shall it be construed to require 
any public employee to perform labor or services against 
his/her will.
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2. In this article the term teacher may include a group of 
teachers who are similarly affected by a grievance.
3. An aggrieved person is the person or persons making the claim, 
and, when the Association is making the claim on its own 
behalf, the representative of the Association making the 
claim, the officers of the Association making the claim, or the 
Association making the claim.
4. A parti/ in interest is the person or persons making the claim 
and any person or persons who might be required to take action 
or against whom action might be taken in order to resolve the 
problem.
5. A day is a teacher working day.
6. Officers and/or representatives of the Association shall mean 
those persons holding elective or appointed positions.
7. Immediately involved supervisor shall mean the 
administrator or supervisor at the lowest administrative level 
who has the authority to decide the grievance. If there is none, 
it shall be initiated at Level Three.
Section B - Principles
1. The purpose of this procedure is to secure at the lowest possible 
administrative level equitable solutions to the problems 
which may arise affecting the welfare or working conditions of 
teachers.
2. All parties agree that these proceedings shall be kept as 
informal and confidential as may be appropriate at any level 
of the procedure.
3. Nothing herein contained shall be construed as limiting the 
right of any teacher having a problem to discuss the matter 
informally with any appropriate member of the 
administration or with any appropriate representative of the 
Association at any time.
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4. Any certificated employee or group of employees has the right 
at any time to present any grievance to such persons or Board 
through such channels as are hereby designated for that 
purpose.
5. All written and printed matter dealing with the processing of 
a grievance will be filed separately from central office 
personnel files of the participant.
6. The prt)cessing of a grievance shall not in and of itself be 
stated, construed, inferred or claimed by any party at interest, 
either directly or indirectly, to be unprofessional conduct on 
the part of the grievant.
Section C - Structure
1. The Association shall designate a school representative for 
each school chosen in such a manner as may be determined by 
the Association.
2. The Association shall maintain a grievance committee 
(hereinafter referred to as the "committee") which may be 
broadly representative of teaching levels and areas and shall 
be constituted in such a manner as may be determined by the 
Association.
Section D - Time Limits
1. Since it is important that grievances be processed as rapidly as 
possible, the number of days indicated at each level should be 
considered as maximum, and every effort should be made to 
expedite the process. The time limits specified may, however, 
be extended by mutual agreement in writing.
2. In the event a grievance is filed at such time that it cannot be 
processed by the end of the school year, the time limits set 
forth herein will be reduced so that the grievance procedure 
may be completed prior to the end of the school year or as soon 
thereafter as it is practical.
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3. The teacher, a group of teachers, a representative of the
Association, the officers of the Association, or the Association 
shall file a formal grievance within thirty-five (35) days of 
the alleged violation, or within thirty-five (35) days of when 
the alleged violation was discovered, or through reasonable 
diligence should have been discovered.
Section E- Informal Procedures
1. If a teacher has a grievance, he/she should first discuss the 
matter with his/her immediately involved supervisor in an 
effort to resolve the problem informally.
2. If, after such discussion, the teacher is not satisfied with the 
disposition of the matter, he/she shall have the right to have 
the Association school representative assist him/her in 
further efforts to resolve the problem informally with the 
principal or other appropriate administrator or supervisor.
3. If the teacher is not satisfied with the disposition of the 
grievance by the immediately involved supervisor, he/she 
may take the grievance to the appropriate level of the formal 
procedures which involves the immediately involved 
supervisor.
Section F - Formal Procedures
1. Level One: School Principal
a. If the aggrieved person is not satisfied with the disposition 
of his/her problem through informal procedures, he/she 
may submit his/her claim as a formal written grievance to 
his/her principal.
b. The principal shall within five (5) days render a decision 
and its rationale in writing to the aggrieved person, with 
two (2) copies to the Association school representative .
c. The principal shall keep on file a statistical summary of 
the number and types of grievances processed, not to include 
individual names or details of the grievance.
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d. A teacher who is not directly responsible to a building 
principal may submit his/her formal written grievance 
claim to the administrator to whom he/she is directly 
responsible. Said administrator shall carry out the 
aforementioned responsibility of the principal.
2. Level Two: Superintendent of Schools
a. If the aggrieved person is not satisfied with the disposition 
of his/her grievance at Level One, or if no decision has been 
rendered within the five (5) days after the presentation of 
the grievance in writing, he/she may file the formal 
written grievance with the Association's committee within 
(3) days after the decision at Level One or eight (8) days 
after the grievance was presented, whichever is sooner.
b. Within ten (10) days after receiving the formal written 
grievance, the committee shall provide an opportunity for 
the aggrieved person to meet with the committee for the 
purpose of reviewing the grievance and the committee 
shall give to the aggrieved person a written opinion 
regarding the merits of the case.
c. Within three (3) days after receiving the committee 
opinion, or within thirteen (13) days after the grievance 
was filed with the committee, whichever is sooner, the 
aggrieved person may file a written appeal with the 
committee for a hearing by the Superintendent of Schools. 
Within two (2) days of its receipt, the committee through 
its chairman shall submit such appeal to the 
Superintendent.
d. The Superintendent of Schools or his/her representative 
shall act for the administration at Level Two of the 
grievance procedure. Within ten (10) days after receipt of 
the written appeal for a hearing by the Superintendent, 
the Superintendent shall meet with the aggrieved person 
and with representatives of the committee for the purpose 
of resolving the grievance. A full record of such hearing 
shall be kept by the Superintendent and made available to
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the parties in interest upon written request and assurance of 
confidence. The Superintendent shall within five (5) days 
of the hearing, render his/her decision and its rationale in 
writing to the aggrieved person, with a copy to the 
committee.
e. Representatives of the Association's committee shall have 
the right to attend and participate in the meeting of the 
Superintendent with the aggrieved person relating to the 
grievance presented to the Superintendent.
Level Three: School Board
a. If the aggrieved person is not satisfied with the disposition of 
his/her grievance at Level Two, or if no decision has been 
rendered within five (5) days after he/ she has first met with 
the Superintendent, he/she may file the grievance again with 
the Association's committee within five (5) days after a 
decision by the Superintendent, or ten (10) days after he/she 
has first met with the Superintendent, whichever is sooner.
b. After receiving such further appeal, the committee through its 
chairman may within twenty-five (25) days refer the 
grievance to the School Board which shall consider the 
grievance within twenty-five (25) days. The grievant shall 
receive at least three (3) days prior notice of such hearing, 
unless such notice is waived by mutual agreement in writing.
c. After receiving the written appeal, the Board may appoint a 
factfinder to review the grievance and its processing to this 
point and to report to the Board prior to its meeting with the 
aggrieved person and with representatives of the committee 
for the purpose of resolving the grievance. The decision of the 
Board shall be rendered in writing within five (5) days.
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a. If the aggrieved person is not satisfied with the disposition of 
his/her grievance at Level Three, or if no decision has been 
rendered within five (5) days after he/she has first met with 
the Board he/she may, within five (5) days after a decision 
by the Board or ten (10) days after he/she has first met with 
the Board, whichever is sooner, request in writing to the 
committee and the Association that his/her grievance be 
submitted to arbitration.
b. If the Association determines that the grievance is meritorious 
and the Board concurs (lack of concurrence by a Board could 
easily result in formal litigation), the Association may submit 
the grievance to arbitration within eight (8) days after receipt 
of the request by the aggrieved person.
c. If the Association and the Board, in the foregoing manner, 
determine that the matter should be submitted to arbitration, 
a single arbitrator may be jointly selected who is an 
experienced, impartial and disinterested person or recognized 
competence. Within five (5) days after written notice of 
submission to arbitration the Board and the Association shall 
agree upon a mutually accept able arbitrator and shall obtain a 
commitment from said arbitrator to serve.
d. The Association and the Board may agree to select an 
arbitration panel, one arbitrator to be selected by each party 
and a third to be selected by the two already named.
e. The arbitrator or arbitrators so selected shall confer promptly 
with the representatives of the Board and the committee, 
shall review the record of prior hearings, may hold such 
further hearings with the aggrieved person and such other 
parties in interest as they shall deem requisite, and unless 
extended by mutual agreement shall issue a decision not later 
than fifteen (15) days from the date of selection. The decision 
shall be in writing and shall set forth the findings of fact, 
reasoning, and conclusions of the issues submitted.
Level Four: Arbitration (Optional)
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f. All parties recognize that the Board is legally charged with 
the responsibility of operating the school system. The sole 
power of arbitration shall be to determine whether existing 
policies have been violated, misinterpreted, or inequitably 
applied. The arbitration shall have no power or authority to 
make any decision which modifies, alters, or amends any 
existing policies.
g. Recommendations of the arbitration shall be advisory and 
shall be made available to all communications media.
h. The costs of the services of a single or third arbitrator shall be 
borne equally by the Board and the Association. The costs of an 
arbitrator selected by one party for an arbitration panel shall 
be the responsibility of that party.
Level Five: Binding Arbitration
If, after following the grievance procedure through the 
first three levels, the grievance remains unresolved, it may be 
appealed to the Department of Labor. The appeal to the 
Department of Labor of the state must be filed within thirty-five 
(35) days of the date of the written Board decision at Level Three.
Section G - Rights of Participation
1. No reprisals of any kind shall be taken by either party against 
any party in interest, any representative, any officer of the 
Association, any member of the Association's grievance 
committee, any member of the administration, or any other 
participant in the grievance procedure by reason of such 
participation.
2. All parties in interest may be represented by all levels of the 
formal grievance procedure by Association representatives, 
legal counsel, or other persons of their own choosing. The 
grievant may not be represented by representatives of another 
employee organization.
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3. When a teacher is not represented by the Association, the 
teacher must follow all procedures of this article and the 
Association and/or its officers shall have the right to be 
present and to state its views at all stages of the procedure, 
except at Level Three if the Board elects to go into executive 
session and also excludes the grievant and his/her 
representatives. For purposes of this section the School Board, 
the Superintendent and the administration shall give due and 
proper notice to the Association and its officers.
4. When a hearing is scheduled during working hours, neither a 
grievant nor necessary witnesses shall be penalized by loss of 
pay. Such absence shall be reported as court and jury leave.
Section H - Miscellaneous
1. If, in the judgment of the Association, a grievance affects a 
group or class of teachers, the Association may submit such 
grievance in writing to the Superintendent directly, and the 
processing of such grievance shall begin at Level Two.
2. Decisions rendered at all levels of the formal grievance 
procedure shall be in writing setting forth the decision made 
and its rationale. Decisions rendered at Level Four shall be in 
accordance with the procedures set forth in Section F,
Item 4.
3. All documents, communications, and records dealing with the 
processing of a grievance shall be filed separately from the 
personnel files of the participants.
4. Forms for filing and processing grievances and other necessary 
documents shall be prepared by the Superintendent and made 
available through building principals, the Association school 
representative and the committee so as to facilitate operation 
of the grievance procedure.
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5. The sole remedy available to any teacher for any alleged
breach of this policy or any alleged violation of his/her rights 
hereunder shall be pursuant to the foregoing grievance and 
arbitration procedure provided, however, nothing contained 
herein shall deprive any teacher, administrator or Board of 
any legal right.
Article IV - Salary and Related Items 
Section A - Payment of Salary
A teacher in the Sioux Falls School District may receive 
his/her contract wages by the method in either Option A or Option 
B following:
Option A: The teacher may elect to receive his/her contract 
wage in twelve (12) equal installments.
Option B: The teacher may elect to receive his/her contract 
wages in ten (10) equal installments to be paid with the regular 
payroll in September through June inclusive. If this option is 
selected, it is agreed that payroll deductions will be arranged by 
the employee to function within the ten (10) month salary payment 
schedule.
Deductions shall be made from the October through June 
paychecks. A teacher in the employ of the District who wishes to 
change the method of salary payment from one option to the other 
for the next contract year must so inform the Superintendent in 
writing by September 15. Without such notification, the method of 
payment shall be continuous year to year.
A new teacher shall, by September 15, indicate by which of 
the two methods salary is to be paid.
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Each month the teacher's paycheck shall indicate the 
following cumulative totals: F.I.C.A. tax, South Dakota 
Retirement System, Federal and/or State Income Tax withheld, 
group medical insurance plan, tax-sheltered annuity, United Way 
deduction, Association Credit Plan, and other foreseeable items.
Section C - Payroll Deduction of Professional Dues
The School District agrees to deduct from the salaries of 
teachers who are members of SFEA the total monies which the 
teachers have individually and voluntarily authorized the School 
District to deduct, and the Association has annually certified by 
September 15, and to transmit the monies promptly to the 
Association. The individual authorizations shall be in writing in 
the form set forth below. Initial continuous authorizations must be 
filed in the School District Finance Office no later than September 
15 of the year in which deductions are to begin.
Payroll Deduction Authorization
Section B - Payroll Deductions
Name:
Last First M. I.
Address________________ __________________  ___________
Number & Street City Zip
I hereby authorize the Finance Office of the Sioux Falls 
School District to deduct monies as certified by the Sioux Falls 
Education Association from my annual contract salary and to remit 
the monthly deduction of monies to the Association. The deduction 
shall be made in the same number of equal consecutive installments 
as I have elected for payment of contract salary.
This authorization shall be continuous from year to year 
unless revoked in writing with the Finance Office, with a copy to 
the Association, prior to September 15, or my employment 
terminates. Money will be certified annually by the SFEA.
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In the event I leave the employment of the District prior to 
full payment of the authorized amount, any unpaid balance shall 
be deducted from the final check.
D a te :___________S ig n e d :_________________________________
School: ____________________________________
Section D - Association Credit Plan
Each teacher of the School District may elect to have the 
District deduct from salary a specified dollar amount per pay 
period, which sum shall be paid within three (3) working days 
after payroll issuance by the School District to a depository 
designated by the Sioux Falls Education Association. A teacher 
electing to implement this deduction from salary shall sign an 
authorization, the form of which has been approved by the 
Superintendent and the Association, which form shall contain a 
provision whereby the teacher agrees to hold the District harmless 
from all claims arising from the implementation and operation of 
the Association Credit Plan. In addition, the authorization form 
shall provide notice to the teacher that the authorization is 
irrevocable for the period of the then current teacher’s contract, 
unless termination of the authorization is mutually agreed upon by 
the Association, the teacher, and the Superintendent. Such 
authorization forms shall be signed by the participating teachers 
and submitted to the School District by the Association no later 
than September 15 of the year in which the deductions are to begin.
The Association agrees to hold the District harmless from 
all claims arising from the implementation and operation of the 
Association Credit Plan, and the Association further specifically 
agrees that the District's sole obligation in the implementation 
and operation of the Association Credit Plan is to withhold the 
authorized payroll deductions and to send a check in the 
appropriate sum to the designated depository monthly.
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The School Board authorizes participation of employees of 
the District in the Sioux Falls Federal Credit Union. Employees of 
the Sioux Falls School District who borrow money from the credit 
union must execute a salary assignment authorizing the District to 
pay the credit union at any time, on request, any monies which may 
be due the employee from the District at the time of such request, 
and to the extent and in the amount necessary to satisfy the unpaid 
balance of interest and principal of the money borrowed.
rhe Finance Office of the District is authorized to turn over 
to the treasurer of the credit union, upon request, the monthly 
payroll check of any employee who has executed said salary 
assignment, provided that a copy of the salary assignment is filed 
with the business administrator and provided further that the 
credit union will deduct no more than the amount necessary to 
satisfy the unpaid balance of interest and principal of the money 
borrowed, and will forthwith provide the employee with a check 
drawn on the credit union for the balance due the employee, and 
provided further that the credit union will execute a proper receipt 
to the business administrator for the monthly check.
The following procedures are applicable:
1. Employees desiring to participate must file a Request by 
Employee for Allotment of Pay for Credit to Savings Account 
with a Financial Organization form with the Finance Office,
201 East 38th Street, Sioux Falls, SD.
2. The withholding authorization will serve as authorization for 
the School District, as the employer, to withhold a designated 
amount from the employee's monthly salary for the purpose of 
remitting said monthly deduction to the Sioux Falls Federal 
Credit Union.
3. Withholding authorizations must be filed with the Finance 
Office on or before the fifteenth (15th) day of each month, and 
the first payroll deduction for these authorizations will be 
made from the payroll the last working day of the month in 
which the authorization is received by the Finance Office.
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Section E -  Credit Union &  Payroll Deduction
4. Only one withholding authorization per employee will be in 
effect at any one time.
5. The employee, not the employer, has the responsibility to 
initiate a change or termination of the payroll deduction.
6. An employee may cancel the credit union deduction at any time 
by indicating so in writing on the space provided on the request 
form (item 1 above).
7. Employees are not permitted to revise the amount of the payroll 
deduction between the fifteenth of the month and the payroll 
date of the month that deduction authorizations are 
implemented.
8. The amount of the credit union deduction may be for savings 
and/or loan principal and interest payments; however, the 
deduction will be made in an amount equal to the combined total 
of the savings and principal and interest amount.
9. The authorized withholding amount will be deducted from each 
monthly payroll check until canceled or changed in accordance 
with the foregoing.
10. If an employee terminates employment during the year, the 
authorized deduction will be made from the employee's final 
paycheck. Any unpaid loan balance will be the responsibility of 
the terminating employee.
11. The total monthly payroll deduction for the credit union will be 
sent to the Sioux Falls Federal Credit Union each month, along 
with a register giving the name of each employee for whom a 
deduction has been made, the amount of the monthly deduction, 
and the total amount deducted to date.
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Section F-Salary Schedules and Guides -Teaching Personnel K-12
1. Salary Schedules
a. Salary Schedule - 1992-93
BA BA+12 BA+24
Annual Annual Annual
Step S a l a r y S a l a r y Salary
1 $19,475 $20,059 $20,644
2 19,962 20,560 21,160
3 20,449 21,062 21,676
4 20,936 21,563 22,192
5 21,422 22,065 22,708
6 21,909 22,566 23,224
7 22,396 23,068 23,741
8 22,883 23,569 24,257
9 23,370 24,071 24,773
10 24,572 25,289
11 25,074 25,805
12 25,575 26,321
13 26,077 26,837
14 26,578 27,353
15 27,869
16 28,385
17
18
MA MA+12 MA+24 MA+36
Annual Annual Annual Annual
Salary S a l a r y S a l a r y Salarv
$21,228 $21,812 $22,396 $22,981
21,759 22,357 22,956 23,556
22,289 22,903 23,516 24,130
22,820 23,448 24,076 24,705
23,351 23,993 24,636 25,279
23,881 24,538 25,195 25,854
24,412 25,084 25,755 26,428
24,943 25,629 26,315 27,003
25,474 26,174 26,875 27,577
26,004 26,720 27,435 28,152
26,535 27,265 27,995 28,726
27,066 27,810 28,555 29,301
27,596 28,356 29,115 29,875
28,127 28,901 29,675 30,450
28,658 29,446 30,235 31,024
29,188 29,991 30,794 31,599
31,354 32,173
32,748
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b. Salary Schedule - 1993-94
BA BA+12 BA+24
Annual Annual Annual
Step S a l a r y Salary S a l a r y
1 $20,300 $21,315 $22,330
2 20,808 21,848 22,888
3 21,315 22,381 23,447
4 21,823 22,914 24,005
5 22,330 23,446 24,563
6 22,837 23,979 25,121
7 23,345 24,512 25,679
8 23,852 25,045 26,238
9 24,360 25,578 26,796
10 26,111 27,354
11 26,644 27,912
12 27,177 28,471
13 27,709 29,029
14 29,587
15 30,145
16
17
18
MA MA+12
Annual Annual
S a l a r y S a l a r y
$23,345 $24,360
23,929 24,969
24,512 25,578
25,096 26,187
25,679 26,796
26,263 27,405
26,847 28,014
27,430 28,623
28,014 29,232
28,598 29,841
29,181 30,450
29,765 31,059
30,348 31,668
30,932 32,277
31,516 32,886
32,099 33,495
32,683 34,104
MA+24 MA+36
Annual Annual
S a l a r y Salary
$25,375 $26,390
26,009 27,050
26,644 27,710
27,278 28,369
27,912 29,029
28,547 29,689
29,181 30,348
29,816 31,008
30,450 31,668
31,084 32,328
31,719 32,987
32,353 33,647
32,987 34,307
33,622 34,967
34,256 35,626
34,891 36,286
35,525 36,946
36,159 37,606
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c. Salary !Schedule - 1994-95
BA BA+12 BA+24
Annual Annual Annual
Step S a l a r y Salary Salary
1 $20,550 $21,783 $23,016
2 21,167 22,436 23,706
3 21,783 23,090 24,397
4 22,400 23,743 25,087
5 23,016 24,397 25,778
6 23,633 25,050 26,468
7 24,249 25,704 27,159
8 24,866 26,357 27,849
9 25,482 27,011 28,540
10 27,664 29,230
11 28,318 29,921
12 28,971 30,611
13 31,302
14 31,992
15
16
17
18
MA MA+12
Annual Annual
Salary S a l a r y
$24,249 $25,482
24,976 26,246
25,704 27,011
26,431 27,775
27,159 28,540
27,886 29304
28,614 30,069
29,341 30333
30,069 31398
30,796 32362
31,524 33,127
32,251 33391
32,979 34,656
33,706 35,420
34,434 36,184
35,161 36,949
35,889 37,713
MA+24 MA+36
Annual Annual
Salary Salary
$26,715 $27,948
27,516 28,786
28,318 29,625
29,119 30,463
29,921 31,302
30,722 32,140
31,524 32,979
32,325 33,817
33,127 34,656
33,928 35,494
34,730 36,332
35,531 37,171
36,332 38,009
37,134 38,848
37,935 39,686
38,737 40,525
39,538 41,363
40,340 42,201
2. Degree Increase:
a . Upon presenting satisfactory evidence of having obtained 
college credits, or a higher degree, a teacher shall be 
entitled to advance to the appropriate salary lane.
b. Teachers with a BA/BS Degree will qualify for the BA+12 
lane, upon presenting evidence of having obtained 12 college 
or recertification credits after the BA/BS Degree.
c. Teachers enrolled in an accredited MA/MS program who 
present evidence of having obtained 24 college or 
recertification credits after the BA/BS Degree will qualify 
for the BA+24 lane.
d. Teachers presenting evidence of obtaining an MA/MS 
Degree will qualify for the MA/MS lane.
e. Teachers with an MA/MS Degree will qualify for the 
MA+12, MA+24 or MA+36 lane, upon presenting evidence of 
having obtained 12, 24 or 36 semester hours of college credit 
at a graduate level after the MA/MS Degree.
f. Teachers with an earned doctorate will receive a $1,(HK) 
stipend in addition to the MA+36 salary amount.
g. All increases as set forth above will be added to the next 
contract issued following the change in educational status of 
the teacher, provided, however, that if the teacher earns a 
change in educational status in the summer, and provides 
evidence of having done so by September 30 each year, it is 
understood that the contract which was issued by the 
previous spring will be amended to provide for the increase. 
If the official transcript is received by September 10, the 
changed contract amount will begin with the September 30 
paycheck; if received after September 10 and by September 
30, the changes in pay will begin with the October 
paycheck. In either case, the revised contract will be paid 
in total.
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3. Placement on the Salary Schedule
a. A newly-hired teacher with prior teaching experience 
shall be placed in the appropriate degree lane and on the 
step with the majority of previously employed teachers 
with the same number of years teaching experience. One 
year's credit shall be granted for each full year in which a 
person was employed on a half-time or greater basis or for 
one semester of full-time employment.
b. Newly-hired employees shall be granted one year 
experience credit for each year of prior employment 
provided that experience occurred:
1. in a setting similar to that for which they are being 
employed, and
2. certification/licensure was required.
c. Beginning with the 1992-93 school year, in those instances 
where trade experience is a consideration in program 
staffing, the Assistant Superintendent Human 
Resources/Administrative Services after consultation with 
the President of the Association, may grant one year of 
experience on the schedule for each two years of trade 
experience.
d. When a change in educational status qualifies a teacher for 
placement on a different degree lane of the salary 
schedule, such change shall be in addition to any step 
advancements.
4. Transition to Professional Growth Salary Schedule.
a . For the 1992-93 school year, salaries of teachers employed 
during the 1991-92 school year will be computed based on 
their 1991-92 contract step. The actual 1992-93 step number 
will be different from 1991-92 at the top steps, however, 
due to a reduction in the total number of steps for each lane, 
no teacher will receive an increase of less than 3% or more
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than 8% of their 1991-92 contracted annual salary, 
exclusive of extra pay for extra duty compensation. The 8% 
ceiling does not apply to teachers who move to a new lane 
due to a change in educational status.
b. For the 1993-94 school year, teachers employed during the
1992- 93 school year will advance one step on the salary 
schedule. No teacher will receive an increase of less than 
2% or more than 14% of their 1992-93 contracted annual 
salary, exclusive of extra pay for extra duty compensation. 
The 14% ceiling does not apply to teachers who move to a 
new lane due to a change in educational status.
c. For the 1994-95 school year, teachers employed during the
1993- 94 school year will advance one step on the salary 
schedule and will receive the salary specified for that 
step.
5. Certification
State certification shall be required with no further basic 
requirements.
When it is deemed necessary by the School Board, based on 
a recommendation by the staff and administration, that 
staff members should have additional training to 
implement the District's program, appropriate experiences 
may be required through the staff development department 
at no expense to the individual staff members. The District 
in-service committee shall have the responsibility of 
recommending to the Board those experiences deemed to be 
essential for all staff members as curricula or programs are 
approved by the School Board. The committee shall also 
recommend the calendar for offering such experiences.
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Section G - Salary Schedule and Guide, SEVTI
1. a. Salary Schedule - 1992-93 
206 Day Contract
Lane 1 Lane 2 Lane 3
Annual Annual Annual
Step S a l a r y S a l a r y S a l a r y
1 $21,250 $21,994 $22,738
2 21,888 22,654 23,420
3 22,525 23,314 24,102
4 23,163 23,973 24,784
5 23,800 24,633 25,467
6 24,438 25,293 26,149
7 25,075 25,953 26,831
8 25,713 26,613 27,513
9 26,350 27,273 28,195
10 26,988 27,932 28,877
11 27,625 28,592 29,559
12 28,263 29,252 30,242
13 28,900 29,912 30,924
14 29,538 30,572 31,606
15 30,175 31,231 32,288
16 30,813 31,891 32,970
BA BA+15
Annual Annual
Salary Salary
$23,694 $24,438
24,405 25,171
25,116 25,904
25,826 26,637
26,537 27,371
27,248 28,104
27,959 28,837
28,670 29,570
29381 30303
30,091 31,036
30302 31,769
31313 32303
32324 33,236
32,935 33,969
33,645 34,702
34356 35,435
MA MA+30
Annual Annual
S a l a r y Salarv
$25,181 $25,925
25,936 26,703
26,692 27,481
27,447 28,258
28,203 29,036
28,958 29,814
29,714 30,592
30,469 31,369
31,224 32,147
31,980 32,925
32,735 33,703
33,491 34,480
34,246 35,258
35,002 36,036
35,757 36,814
36,512 37,591
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Salary Schedule - SEVTI 1992-93
226 Day Contract
Lane 1 Lane 2 Lane 3
Annual Annual Annual
Step Salary Salary Salary
1 $23,313 $24,129 $24,945
2 24,013 24,853 25,693
3 24,712 25,577 26,442
4 25,411 26,301 27,190
5 26,111 27,024 27,938
6 26,810 27,748 28,687
7 27,509 28,472 29,435
8 28,209 29,196 30,183
9 28,908 29,920 30,932
10 29,608 30,644 31,680
11 30,307 31,368 32,429
12 31,006 32,092 33,177
13 31,706 32,815 33,925
14 32,405 33,539 34,674
15 33,105 34,263 35,422
16 33,804 34,987 36,170
BA BA+15
Annual Annual
S a l a r y Salary
$25,994 $26,810
26,774 27,614
27,554 28,419
28,333 29,223
29,113 30,027
29,893 30,832
30,673 31,636
31,453 32,440
32,233 33,244
33,012 34,049
33,792 34,853
34,572 35,657
35,352 36,462
36,132 37,266
36,911 38,070
37,691 38,875
MA MA+30
Annual Annual
Salary S a l a r y
$27,626 $28,442
28,455 29,295
29,284 30,149
30,112 31,002
30,941 31,855
31,770 32,708
32,599 33,562
33,427 34,415
34,256 35,268
35,085 36,121
35,914 36,975
36,743 37,828
37,571 38,681
38,400 39,534
39,229 40,388
40,058 41,241
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Salary Schedule - SEVTI 1993-94
186 Day Contract
Lane 1 Lane 2 Lane 3
Annual Annual Annual
Step Salary Salary Salary
1 $21,250 $21,994 $22,738
2 21,888 22,654 23,420
3 22,525 23,314 24,102
4 23,163 23,973 24,784
5 23,800 24,633 25,467
6 24,438 25,293 26,149
7 25,075 25,953 26,831
8 25,713 26,613 27,513
9 26,350 27,273 28,195
10 26,988 27,932 28,877
11 27,625 28,592 29,559
12 28,263 29,252 30,242
13 28,900 29,912 30,924
14 29,538 30,572 31,606
15 30,175 31,231 32,288
16 30,813 31,891 32,970
BA BA+15
Annual Annual
S a l a r y S a l a r y
$23,694 $24,438
24,405 25,171
25,116 25,904
25,826 26,631
26,537 27371
27,248 28,104
27,959 28,837
28,670 29370
29381 30303
30,091 31,036
30,802 31,769
31313 32303
32,224 33,236
32,935 33,969
33,645 34,702
34356 35,435
MA MA+30
Annual Annual
S a l a r y Salary
$25,181 $25,925
25,936 26,703
26,692 27,481
27,447 28,258
28,203 29,036
28,958 29,814
29,714 30,592
30,469 31,369
31,224 32,147
31,980 32,925
32,735 33,703
33,491 34,480
34,246 35,258
35,002 36,036
35,757 36,814
36,512 37,591
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Salary Schedule - SEVTI - 1993-94
206 Day Contract
Lane 1 Lane 2 Lane 3
Annual Annual Annual
Step Salary S a l a r y Salary
1 $23,313 $24,129 $24,945
2 24,013 24,853 25,693
3 24,712 25,577 26,442
4 25,411 26,301 27,190
5 26,111 27,024 27,938
6 26,810 27,748 28,687
7 27,509 28,472 29,435
8 28,209 29,196 30,183
9 28,908 29,920 30,932
10 29,608 30,644 31,680
11 30,307 31,368 32,429
12 31,006 32,092 33,177
13 31,706 32,815 33,925
14 32,405 33,539 34,674
15 33,105 34,263 35,422
16 33,804 34,987 36,170
BA BA+15
Annual Annual
S a l a r y Salary
$25,994 $26,810
26,774 27,614
27,554 28,419
28,333 29,223
29,113 30,027
29,893 30,832
30,673 31,636
31,453 32,440
32,233 33,244
33,012 34,049
33,792 34,853
34,572 35,657
35,352 36,462
36,132 37,266
36,911 38,070
37,691 38,875
MA MA+30
Annual Annual
S a l a r y S a l a r y
$27,626 $28,442
28,455 29,295
29,284 30,149
30,112 31,002
30,941 31,855
31,770 32,708
32,599 33,562
33,427 34,415
34,256 35,268
35,085 36,121
35,914 36,975
36,743 37,828
37,571 38,681
38,400 39,534
39,229 40,388
40,058 41,241
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c. Salary Schedule - SEVTI - 1994-95
186 Day Contract
Lane 1 Lane 2 Lane 3
Annual Annual Annual
Step S a l a r y Salary Salary
1 $21,640 $22,397 $23,155
2 22,289 23,069 23,850
3 22,938 23,741 24,544
4 23,588 24,413 25,239
5 24,237 25,085 25,934
6 24,886 25,757 26,628
7 25,535 26,428 27,323
8 26,184 27,100 28,018
9 26,834 27,772 28,712
10 27,483 28,444 29,407
11 28,132 29,116 30,102
12 28,781 29,788 30,796
13 29,430 30,460 31,491
14 30,080 31,132 32,185
15 30,729 31,804 32,880
16 31,378 32,476 33,575
BA BA+15
Annual Annual
Salarv Salary
$24,129 $24,886
24,853 25,633
25,577 26379
26301 27,126
27,024 27,872
27,748 28,619
28,472 29,365
29,196 30,112
29,920 30,859
30,644 31,605
31,368 32,352
32,092 33,098
32,815 33,845
33339 34392
34,263 35338
34,987 36,085
MA MA+30
Annual Annual
Salary Salary
$25,643 $26,401
26,412 27,193
27,182 27,985
27,951 28,777
28,720 29,569
29,489 30,361
30,259 31,153
31,028 31,945
31,797 32,737
32,567 33,529
33,336 34,321
34,105 35,113
34,874 35,905
35,644 36,697
36,413 37,489
37,182 38,281
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Salary Schedule - SEVTI 1994-95
206 Day Contract
Lane 1 Lane 2 Lane 3
Annual Annual Annual
Step S a l a r y Salary Salary
1 $23,741 $24,572 $25,403
2 24,453 25,309 26,165
3 25,165 26,046 26,927
4 25,878 26,783 27,689
5 26,590 27,521 28,451
6 27,302 28,258 29,213
7 28,014 28,995 29,976
8 28,727 29,732 30,738
9 29,439 30,469 31,500
10 30,151 31,206 32,262
11 30,863 31,944 33,024
12 31,575 32,681 33,786
13 32,288 33,418 34,548
14 33,000 34,155 35,310
15 33,712 34,892 36,072
16 34,424 35,629 36,834
BA BA+15
Annual Annual
Salary Salary
$26,471 $27,302
27,265 28,121
28,059 28,940
28,853 29,759
29,648 30,578
30,442 31,397
31,236 32,216
32,030 33,035
32,824 33,854
33,618 34,674
34,412 35,493
35,206 36,312
36,001 37,131
36,795 37,950
37,589 38,769
38,383 39,588
MA MA+30
Annual Annual
Salary Salarv
$28,133 $28,964
28,977 29,833
29,821 30,702
30,665 31,571
31,509 32,440
32,353 33,309
33,197 34,178
34,041 35,046
34,885 35,915
35,729 36,784
36,573 37,653
37,417 38,522
38,261 39,391
39,105 40,260
39,949 41,129
40,793 41,998
2. Initial placement on the salary schedule shall provide credit of 
one step for each two years trade experience and year for year 
for credit for teaching experience K-12 and post secondary in an 
educational institution. For those cases in which a person has 
less than a full year experience, teaching credit for placement on 
the salary schedule shall be granted by means of allowing one 
year's experience recognition for a semester or more of full time 
assignment and allowing a year's credit for each full year in 
which a person was employed as a teacher on a half time or 
greater basis.
1 = Less than 45 hours of college credit
2 -  45 or more hours but less than 90 hours of college
credit
3 -  90 or more hours of college credit or 60 hours of
college credit and VTTE*
4 = Bachelor's degree in education or speciality
area
5 = Bachelor's degree plus 15 hours of graduate
credit or BA/BS + VTTE*
6 = Master's degree in education or speciality
7 = Master's degree plus 30 hours of graduate credit
*VTTE Courses: 251,419,425,457,440
3. Department chairpersons in Southeast Vo-Tech Institute shall 
be paid a stipend of $780 for one or two person departments 
with $100 added for each additional department member 
above two. The department chairpersons shall serve at the 
discretion of the director of SEVTI.
4. Salary Schedule Fart-time Staff - See Appendix "A".
If a teacher is assigned to more than one (1) school building 
per day he/she will be eligible for travel reimbursement.
Such reimbursement shall be determined by multiplying 
the number of miles the teacher travels between schools each year 
(travel to and from home, or home from a school is not counted) by 
the mileage rate authorized by the State Board of Finance.
Section I - Professional Travel
The budget for teacher travel shall be $30,000 for 1992-93, 
$35,000 for 1993-94, and $40,000 for 1994-95. The Professional 
Travel Committee shall determine the expenditure of this amount 
and such additional amounts as may be budgeted for teacher travel 
with the exception of those amounts budgeted from federal funds or 
those amounts budgeted for the Staff Development Program by the 
School Board.
The Professional Travel Committee shall consist of three 
teachers (elementary, middle and senior high) appointed by the 
Sioux Falls Education Association, and two administrators, 
representing elementary and secondary levels, appointed by the 
Superintendent of Schools. The Committee will meet before 
September 30, and again before November 30, January 30, and 
March 30.
Teachers receiving reimbursement from this budget shall be 
reimbursed on the same basis as other employees of the District,
i.e., under the provisions of Regulation 4133(a). Reimbursement 
shall not be added to the payroll check but issued in a separate 
payment.
Section H -  Teacher In-District Travel Pay
Section J - Counselors, Librarians, Vocational Radio/TV Producer/ 
Director/Instructor
Counselors, librarians and the vocational radio, TV 
producer, director and instructor, shall be paid per diem if they 
work days beyond the regular calendar for teachers.
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Section K - Psychologists
Salaries are based on an 8 hour day of 8:00-4:30 with a 30 
minute lunch, or a variation of 8 hours approved by the District. 
The work year includes 200 days for first-year staff and 198 for all 
other. Psychologists shall be paid per diem if they work days 
beyond their calendar.
1. Salary Schedules
a. Salary Schedule 1992-93
MA MA+12 MA+24 MA+36
Annual Annual Annual Annual
Step S a l a r y Salary Salary S a l a r y
1 $27,880 $29,553 $31,226 $32,898
2 28,716 30,439 32,162 33,885
3 29,553 31,326 33,099 34,872
4 30,389 32,213 34,036 35,859
5 31,226 33,099 34,973 36,846
6 32,062 33,986 35,909 37,833
7 32,898 34,872 36,846 38,820
8 33,735 35,759 37,783 39,807
9 34,571 36,645 38,720 40,794
10 35,408 37,532 39,657 41,781
11 36,244 38,419 40,593 42,768
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b. Salary Schedule 1993-94
MA MA+12 MA+24 MA+36
Annual Annual Annual Annual
Step S a l a r y S a l a r y Salarv S a l a r y
1 $29,265 $31,021 $32,777 $34,533
2 30,143 31,952 33,760 35,569
3 31,021 32,882 34,743 36,605
4 31,899 33,813 35,727 37,641
5 32,777 34,743 36,710 38,677
6 33,655 35,674 37,693 39,713
7 34,533 36,605 38,677 40,749
8 35,411 37,535 39,660 41,785
9 36,289 38,466 40,643 42,821
10 37,167 39,397 41,627 43,857
11 38,045 40,327 42,610 44,893
c. Salary Schedule 1994-95
MA MA+12 MA+24 MA+36
Annual Annual Annual Annual
Step S a l a r y S a l a r y S a l a r y Salary
1 $31,265 $33,141 $35,017 $36,893
2 32,203 34,135 36,067 37,999
3 33,141 35,129 37,118 39,106
4 34,079 36,124 38,168 40,213
5 35,017 37,118 39,219 41,320
6 35,955 38,112 40,269 42,427
7 36,893 39,106 41,320 43,533
8 37,831 40,KM) 42,370 44,640
9 38,769 41,095 43,421 45,747
10 39,707 42,089 44,471 46,854
11 40,645 43,083 45,522 47,961
Earned doctorate - $ 1 (MM) stipend added to salary of MA+36
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Salaries shall be determined by locating their salary on the 
teacher's salary schedule and adding to that figure the product of 
.02 times the salary for step 1 BA.
Psychometrists shall be paid a per diem if they work days 
beyond their calendar.
Section L - Psychometrists
Section M - Summer School Compensation
Compensation for teachers employed in the summer school 
program shall be:
1993 - $2,347
1994 - $2,488
1995 - $2,648
Article V - Working Hours and Pays 
Section A - Teacher Hours K-12
The normal duty day for teachers is defined as eight hours (40 
hours per week) including a 45 minute duty free lunch for 
elementary teachers and a 30 minute duty free lunch for middle 
school and high school teachers. The specific hours teachers are 
required to be on duty will be determined by each building staff, 
subject to the conditions listed below:
1. The normal duty day will be scheduled so that the majority 
of the teachers are duty at least 15 minutes before and at 
least 15 minutes after the student day.
2. Flexible scheduling to meet the needs of staff and students 
is permissible as long as teachers on flexible scheduling 
work a normal 40 hour week including duty free lunch 
periods as specified above. Flexibility for individual 
teachers is provided, after communication with the 
principal.
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3. Required meetings beyond the school day and faculty 
meetings are included in the schedule consistent with the 
provisions of Article V, Section F and Article VI, Section G.
4. Fall open house and/or back-to-school nights involving 
parents and students may be scheduled provided that the 
teacher work week does not exceed 40 hours including duty 
free lunch as specified above.
Section B - Teacher Hours/SEVTI
For the 1992-93 school year, a teaching load schedule will be 
piloted (pay additions or deductions excluded) with recommended 
changes to be made for 1993-94 to the parties by March 1, 1993. See 
Appendix "B".
Section C - Emergency School Closing
Teachers shall be responsible for listening for appropriate 
announcements on days of inclement weather. When an emergency 
confronts the schools, notification of the closing of schixrls will be 
broadcast over all local radio and TV stations no later than 7 a.m.
If school is not held because of inclement weather, teachers will 
not be expected to report for duty. Should the schools have to be 
dismissed early during the day because of a developing storm, the 
announcement will also be made over the above mentioned stations. 
If the staff is in the building when school is canceled at the 
beginning of a normal school day, they will be paid their per diem 
rate of pay for that day.
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Section D - School Calendar -1992-93
T O aye S  D a y T-Oays S t a y s T-Oaya SO ays
A u r NCM»«31
i  i  i « S 1* 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 5 5
0 9  10 11 12 , *  *  *  > 0 ** S 5 9  10 11 12 13 S 5
IS 10 17 10 19 ( l 1)12 13 14 IS 9 4 16 17 10 19 20* S S
22 23 24 2S 26 f t  19 20 2 1 JX S 5 23 24 29 26  27” s S
29 30 S I 25 26  2 7 (2 8 j2 9 [ «  (20 ) 3 (18) 30 31 2 (22) 2 (22)
AUGUST CBCBCBt APRIL
1 2 2 3 4 9 6 S S 1 2 3 3 3
9 6  7 0 9 9  10 11 12 13 5 5 6 7 0  9 10 
13 14 IS  16|Ill
S S
12 U  14 IS 16 16 17 10 19 20 5 5 4 4
19 20  21 22 
L t t  2 7 1 * 2 9
23
30 3/5) 3/5)
l l B p a s i
(1*1
[ 2 § 2 1  22 23 24 
( IS )  27 20 29 30
4
4 (20)
4
4 (20 )
JANUAW m r
( > l i (  5 6 S 4 Q l »  1 2 2 1 1 1
9  10 11 12 13 5 5 6  7 0 9 10 5 5 4 S 6  7 0 S S
16 17 10 19 20 S S 13 14 IS  16 17*
(2 0 )2 1  22 23 24
S 5 11 12 13 14 IS s 5
23 24 29  26 27 S 5 5 4 10 19 20 21 22 
(2 1 ) @ 2 6  27 20 29
5 5
30 1 (21 ) 1 (20) 71 20 29 30 31 5 (22) 5 *  (21) 4 (20 )
OCTCBBt R E R F M AJNB
1 2  3 4 4 4 3 4 5 6  7 5 5 1 J ^ j J  4 J 3 O l 2 (2 )
7 8  9  10 11 S S J 0  I I  U| n| 14| 3 3 0  9 10 11 12
( 1 4 ) ^ 1 4  17 
21 22  2 )  24
10 9 3 (1 7 )1 0  19 20  21 
56  25 26 27 20
S 4 IS  16 17 10 19
25 S S s (18 ) 5 (17 ) 22 23 24 25 26
20 29  30  31 4 (23 ) 4 (21 ) 29 30
h o s t  2 0  22 9K K • 1 s t Q a r t a r  B d i  N m a t e  1 - 42 days
A g s t  24 F i r s t  Day fo r  New S t a f f * 2nd Q uartar B d i  Ja ru ary  17 - 44 days
H ^ s t  20 F i r s t  Day fo r  Itateran  S t a f f • 3rd Q uartar B d i  March 20 41 days
*>H<aetar 2 la b o r  Day -  tto lid ay w ith  pay • 4 th  Q uartar B d i  Amm 2 49 days
Seytaabaa 3 F i r s t  Day fo r  Stuctanta
octrfcer  14 Nat 1 vs Hear Lean Day
two evenlnga a d  a f ta n o o n  o f  11/7
Student t t te n d m c a  
Legal to lld a y e
H *L1 17, 30 
May 29 Asa 2 
Asa S
fa r in g  h a k
I t n c r U l  Day -  Itollday w ith  Pay 
Last Day fear Students 
- l a s t  Day fa r  t a r t a r s
- 176 days
No afrar  0 - Ooryenaatcry Day New T ee her contract -  190 days
i>i im tm  11 Veteran'a Day Ctoaarvanoa veteran leather Cfcrtxact -  188 daye
Ni a f a r  20. 29
DeLMdar 23 -  Jaruary I 
Jaruacy 20
llianksgivlng Break 
1 Itdlday Break
Martin L. Ring J r .  Day C 3  Indlcataa Legal Ndldaye -  7 daye
Fttxuaay 13, 14, 17 
N u t*  2 3 - 2 6
- President' e Day Break
Parent/Teacher aonfarenoaa 1____I  Indicates N> School -  13 daye
Threa OaaaLcna
Much 27
two evenlnge and afternoon of 3/26 
O iip aeatary  Day A  Indicatee Ineervlce Day -  .
L r lic a te a  O m p aaato ry  Day -
HOT* I i sch o ol c lo a ln g a , th e  days w il l  be ■ i up a t  th e  a d  o f  th a  school year.
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School Calendar -1993-94
I  Days 5 0*11 IrCfll I 0*1* i 0»y«
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I 2
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5
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5
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I
5
5
5
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4
5
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5
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5
4
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1
5
5
1
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5
5
I
5
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4
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4
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12 14 
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4
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5
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5
5
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5
5
S
5
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5
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0
4
5
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2*431
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I6 7 ) .
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3 (3) 2 (2)
August 25 27 
August 30 
Septeaber 1 
Septf*fcer 6 
Sept eater 7 
October |
October I  
Noveaber I I  
No* eater 15-11
(Noveaber 16.18)
(Noveaber I S .16) 
Noveater 19 
Noveater 25. 26 
Oeceaber 23 - January 2 
January 17 
February 11,21 
Nercb 26 
A p r i l  1.4 
A p r il 11-14
(A p r il 12. 14)
(April 11,12)
A p r i l  15 
Nay 30 
June 2 
June 1
I f  weather causes
*  1st (g a rte r  Ends Noveaber 5 -
* 2nd Quarter Ends January 21 •
* 3rd Quarter Ends Narcb 31
* 4th Quarter Ends June 2 
Io ta !  Student Attendance
Nlnus One In se rv lc e  Day 
(10/1/91-e lea. 10/1/93 
• Id d le  schoo l, to be taken 
from the f i r s t  quarter and 
3/29/94-h igh  schoo l, to be 
taken from the th ird  
gua rte r)
SDEA
F i r s t  Oay fo r  New Sta ff  
f i r s t  Oay fo r  Veteran S ta f f  
labor Day
F ir s t  Oay fo r  Students 
E leoentory In se rv lc e  Oay 
M iddle School In se rv lc e  Oay 
V e te ran 's  Oay Observance 
Rarent/leecher Conferences 
E lea  • two evenings I  afternoon of ||/||
M iddle  • lues (11/16) evening '
Ihu rs (11/10) afternoon ft evening 
Mlgh - Non ft lues evenings 
(oapensetory Oay 
thank sg iv ing  Ireak 
Holiday break 
N a rtln  l .  K ing J r.  Day 
P re s id e n t 's  Day Ireak 
Nigh School In se rv lc e  Oay 
Easte r break
Rarent/leecher Conferences 
( le a  - two evenings ft afternoon of 4 /|«
Middle - lues (4/12) evening
Ih u r s d a y (4 / l4 )  afternoon I  evening / \  Ind icate s In se rv lc e  Oay 
High - Hon ft lues evenings — *
Compensatory Oay 
Memorial Oay 
la s t  Oay fo r Students 
la s t  Oay fo r  teachers
* *  Ind icates Compensatory Day
' ch° o | t lM l o , ! .  th. Vay l >111 »< M , 0 , .ckoo i , , , r
44 days 
44 days 
47 days
177 ) ' ! !
ni lih
New teacher Contract 
Veteran leacher Contract
Ind icate s le ga l Holidays 
I 1 Ind icate s No School
190 days 
I I I  days
1 day
7 days 
10 days
2 days
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School Calendar -1994-95
L-DayJ S-Days T-Dajfl S-pays I-Days S Days
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4
3 (21)
4
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5
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5
5
4
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5
4
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(  5 J t  7 • ’
12 13 14 15 16 
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26 27 26 29 10
2
5
5
5
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4
5 
5
5 (19)
1 2 l 3 4 5 6 
9 10 I I  12 13 
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4
5 
5 
5
2 ( 2 D
4
5 
3 
5
2 (19)
1 2 3 4 5 5 
8 9 10 I I  12 5 
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5
5
5
5
2 (22)
PC 1QBEA FEBRUARY JUNE
3 4 5 6 7 
10 I I  12 11 14 
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24 25 26 27 26 
31
5
5
5
5
1 ( ? D
5
5
5
5
1 (21)
1 2 3 
6 7 8 9 IQ, 
13 14 15 161171
(2 0  P I  22 21 24 
27 28
3 
5
4
5
2 (19)
3 
5
4 
4
2 (18)
1*12
5 6 7 8 1 
12 13 14 15 It
19 20 21 22 2) 
26 27 28 29 K
| 1 2 (2)
1
>
1 (1)
August 23-26 
August 29 
August 31 
September 5 
September 6 
November I I  
November 14-17
(Novcaber I S . 17) 
>4.15)
November lb 
November 24.25 
Oectuber 21 - January 16
.  ”
February 17,20 
A p r i l  3 - 6
(A p r il  4.6)
(A p r i l  3.4)
A p r i l  7 
A p r i l  14,17 
Nay 29 
June I 
June 2
SOEA •
F i r s t  Day fo r New Sta ff  *
f i r s t  Day fo r Veteran S ta f f  *
labor Day •
F ir s t  Day fo r Students 
V e te ran 's  Day Observance 
Parent/feacher Conferences 
Eleu  - two evenings I afternoon o f 11/17 
Middle - lues (11/15) evening 
Ihu rs (11/17) afternoon and evening 
High - Hon I  lues evenings 
Compensatory Day 
thank sg iv ing  Break 
Holiday Break 
M artin  l .  K ing Jr. Day 
In se rv lce
President i  Oay Break 
Parent/Teacher Conferences 
E leu  - two evenings I  afternoon of 4/6 
M iddle  - lues (4/4) evening 
Ihurs (4/6) afternoon and evening )
High - Hon 1 lues evenings 
Coupensatory Oay l J
Spring  Break (Ea ste r is  A p r i l  16)
Meuoria) Oay
la s t  Day fo r  Students
la st  Day fo r  leachers ••
1st Quarter Ends Noveaber 4 - 44 days 
2nd Quarter Ends Januarv 20 - 43 days
3rd Quarter Ends March 24 - 4) days
4th Quarter Ends June 1 46 days
lo ta 1 Student Attendance 176 Bays
New teacher Contract - 190 days
Veteran teacher Contract - 188 days
Indrcates lega l Holidays 7 days
Ind icates No School 10 days
Ind icates In se rv lce 1 day
Ind icates Coupensatory Day 2 days
NO fl: I f  weather causes school c lo s in g s ,  the days w i l l  be uade up at the end of the school year.
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1. In the event that the Superintendent directs emergency school 
closings, one day shall be added to the end of the school 
calendar for each day of emergency school closing. The last 
working day for teachers shall be on the first weekday 
following the last day of student attendance.
2. On the first day of student attendance, no elementary teacher 
shall be required to have student contact for a length of time in 
excess of one-half of the customary duration of student contact 
for a full elementary school day.
3. On the last school day prior to any day of legal discontinuance 
(except Veterans' Day) and vacation, and on any day when 
students are dismissed early, and on any day of parent-teacher 
conferences, teachers may leave five (5) minutes after the 
school building is cleared of students, unless to do so would be 
inconsistent with the teacher's responsibility regarding 
student supervision. This shall not apply to a teacher who has 
extra-duty responsibility regarding student supervision. This 
shall not apply to a teacher who has extra-duty responsibility 
at the time in question. A school vacation period for the 
purposes of this policy shall be defined as any scheduled break 
in the school calendar of more than two (2) days' duration.
4. There shall be no fewer than 176 days of school in session. 
Section E- SEVTI Calendar
The starting date for teachers is August 24, 1992, and the 
starting date for students is September 8, 1992.
Ten (10) month programs end on June 25, with a summer 
school option beginning July 6 and ending July 30. Southeast shall 
have a winter break extending farm December 24, 1992 through 
January 1, 1993. Southeast shall have a spring vacation March 22- 
March 26, 1993. In-service days are scheduled for the following 
days: August 24-28; October 29,30; December 4,7; February 12; 
March 18; and June 25.
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The Southeast calendar with respect to other vacations, 
days of legal holidays, and other matters shall be consistent with 
the general school calendar. Should an emergency school closing 
occur, the day(s) to be made up shall be determined on a program by 
program basis. The plan shall be discussed with staff members and 
shall be approved and authorized by the Director and the 
Superintendent of Schools.
Section F - Faculty Meetings
Faculty meetings for each building shall at the commencement 
of the school year be scheduled for not more that two (2) specific 
days of each month for the current school year. Such meetings 
shall be canceled if they are deemed unnecessary. Teachers shall 
be excused from building faculty meetings in the event of emergency, 
or for assigned school duties. Teachers who have been excused from 
building faculty meetings may be required to attend a makeup 
meeting.
Building faculty meetings may be scheduled before or after the 
student day, as determined by the faculty of that building.
Meetings may extend up to 45 minutes beyond the regular teacher 
hours for that building.
Special allowance will be given for emergency meetings 
provided that the item to be discussed is of a critical nature. These 
emergency meetings shall be dismissed at or before thirty (30) 
minutes beyond the duty day.
Section G - District Meetings
A teacher may be required to attend, without additional 
compensation, up to four meetings per year called by IPC directors. 
These meetings may be beyond the 40 hour work week and will not 
exceed one hour each.
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Job sharing may be proposed by teachers or administrators. 
The sharing of one teaching position by two teachers may be 
approved at the sole discretion of the Superintendent if such 
sharing has been agreed to in writing by the teachers. Teachers 
who are sharing a position shall be granted the same rights and 
privileges as other part-time teachers. Salary and benefits shall 
be paid in proportion to time taught. Job share proposals shall be 
submitted prior to April I. The administration will make every 
effort to process these requests as quickly as possible.
Section H - job Sharing
Article Vl -  Extra Work^ Esira Pay
The extra work - extra pay point system determines 
compensation based on a specified dollar amount per point. For 
1992-93 this amount is $65.00 per point.
For subsequent years the total dollar amount available for 
the extra work - extra pay schedule will increase by the same 
percentage as does teacher salaries. For 1993-94 this increase is 6 
percent and for 1994-95 it is 6.43 percent. The dollar value of each 
point will be determined by dividing the total dollar amount 
available by the total number of points on the schedule.
Additional staff needed due to increased student participation or 
enrollment will not be included in the total points for determination 
of the point value each year.
Appeal Frocess for Extra Pay
An Extra Pay Committee shall be established. Three 
members will be appointed by the Association and three members 
will be appointed by the Administration.
The Committee shall:
1. Review and rule on applications for changes in point 
assessments.
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2. Determine the removal and/or addition of any 
positions on the extra pay schedule.
3. Determine the point assessment for any new positions 
added to the extra pay schedule.
Appeal Process
1. An application for change ui an extra pay point 
assessment will be made through the Association. Such 
application shall be made by February 1 for action 
affecting the next contract.
2. The teachers shall appear before the Extra Pay 
Committee to present ilie application.
3. The Extra Pay Committee will review the application 
and take action prior to the third Monday in March.
The ruling of the committee on any position shall be 
final for the appealed contract year.
Section A - High School Extra Work - Extra Pay Schedule 1992-93
Category: Points: Payment Method:
A. Basketball
1. Head Coach Boys 53 C-A
2. Head Coach Girls 53 C-A
3. Varsity Assistant Boys 35 5 Months
4. Varsity Assistant Girls 35 4 Months
5. Head Coach Sophomore Boys 35 5 Months
6. Head Coach Sophomore Girls 35 4 Months
7. Sophomore Assistant Boys 28 5 Months
8. Sophomore Assistant Girls 28 4 Months
9. Freshman Coach Boys 28 5 Months
10. Freshman Coach Girls 28 4 Months
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B. Football
1. Head Coach
2. Varsity Assistant
3. Head Coach Sophomore
4. Sophomore Assistant
5. Head Freshman Coach
6. Freshman Assistant
C. Gymnastics
1. Coach
2. Varsity Assistant
D. Track
1. Head Coach Boys
2. Head Coach Girls
3. Varsity Assistant Boys
4. Varsity Assistant Girls
5. Freshman Coach Boys
6. Freshman Coach Girls
E. Wrestling
1. Head Coach
2. Varsity Assistant
3. Sophomore Head Coach
4. Freshman Coach
F. Volleyball
1. Head Coach
2. Varsity Assistant
3. Sophomore Head Coach
4. Freshman Coach
G. Crosscountry
1. Head Coach
2. Varsity Assistant
3. Freshman Coach
Category: Points: P aym ent M eth o d :
53 C-A
35 2 Months
35 2 Months
28 2 Months
28 2 Months
26 2 Months
49 C-A
30 4 Months
50 C-A
50 C-A
34 3 Months
34 3 Months
25 3 Months
25 3 Months
51 C-A
34 4 Months
32 4 Months
25 4
49 C-A
33 4 Months
30 4 Months
26 4 Months
32 C-A
23 2 Months
19 2 Months
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Category: Points: P aym en t M ethod:
H. Golf
1. Head Coach 27 3 Months
2. Freshman Coach 17 2 Months
Tennis
1. Head Coach 27 3 Months
2. Freshman Coach 17 2 Months
1. Athletic Trainer 55 9 Months
1. Cheerleader Advisor 23 C-A
1. Drill Team Advisor 20 C-A
Drama
1. Drama Artistic Director 25 C-A/play
2. State One Act Play 20 C-A
3. Business Manager 9 C-A/play
4. Drama Coordinator 9 C-A/play
5. Drama Technical Director 17 C-A/play
6. Light/Stage 7 C-A/play
Music
1. Orchestra Director 42 C-A
2. Band Director 56 C-A
3. Vocal Director
4. Orchestra Director Assistant-
56 C-A
full-time
5. Band Director Assistant-
32 C-A
full-time
6. Vocal Director Assistant-
46 C-A
full-time
7. Orchestra Director Assistant-
46 C-A
partial
8. Band Director Assistant-
27 10 Months
partial*
9. Vocal Director Assistant-
37 10 Months
partial* 37 10 Months
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Category: Points: P aym ent M eth o d :
O. Forensics
1. Debate 50 C-A
2. Assistant Debate 36 C-A
3. Declam 37 C-A
Publications
1. Newspaper Advisor 42 C-A
2. Annual Advisor 42 C-A
3. Literary Magazine Advisor 13 C-A
Other
1. Student Counsel Advisor 26 C-A
Leadership
1. Vocational, Radio, TV Producer,
Director, Instructor 50 C-A
2. Department Chairs** 17 10 Months
3. Computer Coordinator 23 C-A
4. TAT 3 8 Months
5. Natural Helpers Advisor*** 7 10 Months 
(eff. 1993-94)
6. Natural Helpers Trainer*** 10 10 Months 
(eff. 1993-94)
7. Improv Advisor *** 16 10 Months 
(eff. 1993-94)
Section B - Middle School Extra Work - Extra Pay Schedule 1992-93
S. Athletics
1. Coaching/month 7
Fraction of a month shall be 
pro-rated.
basketball (b) 3.5 Months
basketball (g) 2.5 Months
cross country 2 Months
flag football 2 Months
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Category: Points: Paym ent M eth o d :
8th gr. football 
gymnastics 
track (b & g) 
volleyball 
wrestling
Intramurals: 
flag football 
basketball (b & g) 
gymnastics 
volleyball 
wrestling 
track (b & g)
T. Music
1. Orchestra Director 33
2. Band Director 37
3. Vocal Director 37
4. Orchestra Director - partial* 12
5. Band Director - partial* 15
6. Vocal Director - partial* 15
U. Publications
1. Advisor 16
V. Other
1. Student Council Advisor 25
W . Leadership
1. Team Leader/Sp Ed Team 17
Coordinator
Subject Coordinator
2. Art, Vocal Music, Instrumental
Music 10
3. Social Studies, Language Arts,
Math 12
2 Months
2.25 Months 
2 Months
2.25 Months 
3.5 Months
1.75 Months
1.75 Months 
.25 Months
1.75 Months 
1.25 Months 
1.5 Months
C-A
C-A
C-A
10 Months 
10 Months 
10 Months
C-A
C-A
10 Months
10 Months 
10 Months
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Category: Points: P aym ent M etho d:
4. Technical Education, Home
Economics, Science 14 10 Months
5. PE/Health 16 10 Months
6. Reading 18 10 Months
7. Computer Coordinator 19 C-A
8. Natural Helpers Advisor*** 7 10 Months 
(eff. 1993-94)
9. Natural Helpers Trainer*** 10 10 months 
(eff. 1993-94)
10. Improv Advisors *** 16 10 Months 
(eff. 1993-94)
Section C - Elementary Extra Work - Extra Pay Schedule for 1992-93 
Category: Points: Payment Method:
Y. Music
1. Orchestra Director 23 C-A
2. Band Director 23 C-A
3. Vocal Director 23 C-A
4. Orchestra Director-partial* 12 10 Months
5. Vocal Director-partial* 15 10 Months
6. Band Director-partial* 15 10 Months
Z. Leadership
1. TAT 3 8 Months
2. Computer Coordinator: 
1 to 3 sec. bldg. 13 C-A
3. Computer Coordinator: 
4-5 sec. bldg. 15 C-A
Section D - SEVTI Extra Work - Extra Pay Schedule for 1992-93
A. Athletics
1. Volleyball 23 C-A
2. Basketball 19 C-A
3. Softball 18 C-A
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Category: Points: P aym en t M eth o d :
13. Advisors
1. PBL, SDPAS, VICA, Gov’t 24 6 Months
2. Computer Coordinator 12 6 Months
3. Publications 24 C-A
Section E - Athletic Coordinators Extra Work 
for 1992-93
- Extra Pay Schedule
A. Middle School 7/Month 9 Months
13. High School 7/Month C-A
(10 months)
* For the purpose of definition the word "partial" reflects either:
1. A part time assistant within a program at a high school or 
middle school; or
2. An additional extra curricular assignment to one elemen­
tary school.
* * Each classification of department by size as shown below shall
have a standard load for the chairperson and a maximum load 
expressed in terms of periods and half periods.
*** Grant funded; if funding is discontinued, the position will not be 
automatically funded by the District.
Section E.l - High School Department Chairperson Load
If the load of a department chairperson is below the 
standard load, it shall have no effect upon the granting of the 
contracted extra pay sum for the additional responsibility. 
However, if the load of the department chairperson exceeds the 
standard load for that sized department, the chairperson shall 
receive an additional sum equal to the contracted extra pay sum per 
year for each one-half period of extra load for the year. In no case, 
however, shall a department chairperson be assigned teaching 
duties beyond the maximum load.
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The term "load" as used herein refers to actual periods 
taught and other assignments including homeroom, study hall and 
any other regular assignments, which are not reimbursed in 
addition to the chairperson's regular teaching salary, within the 
span of a school day.
Department Size 
(number of teachers) 
up to 4 
5-91/2 
10-141/2 
15-201/2 
21 up 3 periods
Standard Load
5 periods 
4 1/2 periods 
4 periods
3 1/2 periods
4 periods
Maximum Load
51/2 periods 
5 1/2 periods 
5 periods 
41/2 periods
Senior high department chairpersons shall be in the school two 
days beyond the veteran teacher contract. Whether these days are 
at the beginning or end of the school year shall be in each case 
determined by the building principal on an annual basis.
Section F - Study Committees and Curriculum Work
Teachers serving on District-level study committees, 
curriculum review committees or groups revising and/or writing 
curriculum materials shall be paid $13.00 per hour.
Section G - Required Meetings Beyond the School Day
When teacher participation is required for a 
meeting/activity beyond the work week, (Article V - Section A), 
the teacher shall be paid at the rate of $13.00 per hour. Teachers 
shall not be required to attend meetings/activities on Sunday. This 
shall not apply to the District meetings defined in Article V, 
Section G.
Section H - Extended Contract Days
Teachers required to work extra days in their assigned 
building for the purpose of opening a new school building or for 
major organizational restructuring shall be paid at their per diem 
rate.
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Section I - Supervision/Coaching of Evening and Weekend 
Activities
Teachers nut on the extra duty schedule who 
supervise/coach students at District approved competitions and/or 
events on evenings and/or weekends shall be paid in the following 
manner:
1. Evenings in town at a rate of $13.00 per hour.
2. Evenings out of town at a rate of 1 point.
3. Weekends or non-school days at a rate of 1 point per 
day or any part thereof.
Section J - Cafeteria Supervision
The School Board shall employ non-teaching personnel for 
cafeteria and other lunch time assignments in the elementary 
schools. Teachers who volunteer for such lunch time assignment 
shall be paid at the rate of $6.50 per half hour. A teacher in such 
lunch time assignment may accumulate time in the assignment and 
receive a compensatory day for seven hours of such assignment 
provided that no more than one compensatory day per quarter is 
earned. In the event compensatory time is not taken the teacher 
shall be paid at the $6.50 rate. No teacher shall be required to 
take a lunch time assignment. Lunch time assignment shall be the 
forty-five minute period covering the students' eating and recess 
over the noon hour.
Secondary teachers assigned cafeteria supervision beyond 
their full load shall be paid at a rate of $6.50 per half hour or may 
accumulate time in the assignment and earn one compensatory day 
per quarter for seven hours of such duty. Additional duty during the 
quarter will be at the $6.50 per hour rate.
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Section K - On Staff Substitute Teachers
Teachers shall not be required to find their own substitutes. 
It shall be the responsibility of the principal or assistant principal 
in each building to secure all necessary substitute teachers. The 
Board agrees that no teacher shall be required to assume 
responsibilities for students from classrooms of absent teachers 
when substitutes are unavailable.
A teacher requested by the administrator and agreeing to 
substitute for another teacher shall have the option of being paid 
the rate of $13.00 per hour or earning compensatory time. Seven 
hours of substituting shall earn one compensatory day. No more 
than one compensatory day may be earned each quarter.
Article Vll -  Benefits 
Section A- Insurance Committee
In lieu of each employee group negotiating with regard to 
insurance benefits, a committee composed of one (1) representative 
of each recognized employee unit and one (1) member of the Board 
shall constitute the District Insurance Committee. The District 
Insurance Committee shall periodically review the insurance 
available to District employees and may make recommendations 
regarding the insurance program to the Board. In the event the 
Board rejects the committee's recommendations, each employee 
group may negotiate with regard to the insurance program.
Section B -  Participation
The cost of participation is posted in each work site 
whenever a change occurs. Benefits and other information 
regarding the District's insurance program shall be published by 
the District in an insurance booklet available to each participating 
employee.
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Part-time contract teachers may participate in the 
District's health and life insurance and dental insurance programs. 
The District will pay a proportionate share of the premium for 
that percentage of full-time for which the teacher's contract 
provides. The teacher will pay one hundred (100) percent of the 
balance of the premium.
Section C - Insurance Available
Major Medical 
Dental
Long-Term Disability
Basic Life/Dependent Life/Optional Life
Cancer
Section D -  Retirement and Early Retirement Incentive
1. Any teacher who has attained the minimum age of sixty (60) 
as of June 30, but has not reached age 65 as of June 30, and who 
has been employed by the District for at least ten (10) 
consecutive years, and who has complied with the terms and 
conditions of this policy, may elect early retirement, and upon 
such early retirement, the teacher shall be entitled to receive 
a cash benefit of 85 percent (85%).
The percentage factor shall be applied to the individual 
teacher's last contract salary, exclusive of extra pay for extra 
work salary, to determine the amount of the cash benefit. In no 
event shall any individual be entitled to receive the cash 
benefit provided by this policy more than once. No teacher 
shall be eligible for an early retirement benefit unless, during 
the school year early retirement is elected, the teacher has 
taught through the entire school year, unless that teaching 
has been interrupted for reasons of the teacher's health or 
other reasons found acceptable to the Association and the 
Board. The decision with respect to such reasons shall not be 
reviewable or grievable.
2. The cash benefit shall be payable as follows:
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For teachers first eligible for retirement in 1989 through 1992, 
and choosing early retirement in 1992-93, the cash benefit 
shall be paid in five (5) equal installments unless the teacher 
requests payment under the 1991-92 agreement (two to six 
installments); the first installment shall be July 1 
immediately following retirement with subsequent 
installments each July 1 until paid in full. No interest shall be 
payable. The first installment may, at the teacher's option, 
be delayed until July 1st one year after retirement. The number 
of installments and the date of the first installment must be 
indicated by the teacher on a form prescribed by the Human 
Resources Office not later than April 1st of the retirement 
year. The request must accompany notification of retirement. 
Requests for other than five (5) equal installments will be 
honored by seniority until the maximum annual budgeted 
amount is reached.
For teachers who qualify for early retirement for the first time 
in 1992-93 through 1994-95, the cash benefit shall be paid in 
five (5) equal installments; the first installment on July 1st 
immediately following retirement and an installment each 
subsequent July 1st until paid in full. No interest shall be 
payable the first installment may, at the teacher's option, be 
delayed until July 1st one year after retirement. The number of 
installments and the date of the first installment must be 
indicated by the teacher not later than April 1st of the 
retirement year on a form prescribed by the Human Resources 
Office .
Teachers eligible from 1990-92, but choosing to retire after the 
1992-93 school year, must select the five (5) year payment.
3. In order to qualify for an early retirement benefit, the teacher 
shall notify the Superintendent in writing not later than 
February 1 of the teacher's intention to retire in the current 
school year. The Assistant Superintendent -  Human 
Resources/Administrative Services shall forward the list of 
early retirees to the Association president within five working 
days of February 1. If a teacher fails to inform the 
Superintendent of the intent to retire by February 1, but,
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subsequently, wishes to retire early and has met all other 
requirements of this policy and if the Superintendent and the 
president of the Association support the request, the Board 
may authorize the early retirement incentive, but the amount 
of that incentive shall be reduced by ten percent (10%). Such 
late requests may be submitted anytime prior to August 1.
4. In the event a teacher entitled to an early retirement benefit 
shall die while all or part of such benefit remains unpaid, such 
unpaid benefit or part thereof shall be paid in accordance with 
paragraph three (3) of this policy to the beneficiary 
designated in writing by the teacher on a form prescribed by 
the Finance Office of the District. In the event no beneficiary 
designation has been made, the unpaid benefit shall be paid to 
the estate of the deceased teacher.
Payment by the District in accordance herewith shall fully 
discharge the District's obligation under this policy.
5. The Board and the District enter into this agreement with the 
understanding that there is an obligation beyond the three 
years of the contract. This obligation could continue through 
the year 2000-2001. The above plan expires with the 
expiration of this contract.
6. Any employee who retires from employment on or after 
his/her 55th birthday but before normal retirement may 
continue to participate in the District's medical and basic life 
insurance program. Only those employees who have been 
employed by the District for at least ten (10) consecutive years 
and who are currently enrolled in the medical or basic life 
program at the time of retirement are eligible. If the employee 
maintained dependent coverage at the time of early 
retirement, such coverage may continue hereunder. The retiree 
agrees to pay one hundred-two percent (102%) of the full 
monthly premium rate in such time and manner as required by 
the Finance Office of the District. Retiree's coverage will 
terminate on his/her 65th birthday. Dependent coverage will 
terminate on the earlier of age 65 or the date the retiree is no 
longer eligible for group coverage.
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If the retiree or dependent is eligible under another group plan, 
the benefit will no longer apply. If medical or basic life 
coverage is terminated, later application for enrollment shall
not occur.
Section E -  Tax Sheltered Accounts
The School District adopts plans for tax sheltered 
retirement annuity contracts for its employees and the president of 
the School Board and the business manager are appointed and 
authorized to carry out such plans and to enter into such agreements 
as may be necessary for such purpose. Provided, however, that by 
the adoption of said plan the U>ard makes no warranty to 
employees participating therein and assumes no responsibility to 
employees that the amounts contributed or paid for any annuity 
contract for said employee shall be excluded from the gross income 
of the employee for federal income tax purposes. It is the intention 
of the Board that such plan and program qualify for such exclusion 
as authorized under the provisions of the Internal Revenue Code 
and that in all matters respecting the purchase of an annuity 
contract for an employee, the Board assumes no financial 
responsibility regarding said annuity contract. The administration 
shall establish the necessary rules and regulations in order to 
facilitate this policy.
1. Employees desiring to enter into an annuity must file with
the Finance Office, as follows:
a. An application for the purchase of a tax sheltered 
account on the regular form of the company or 
organization of the employee's choice.
b. An authorization for the School District, as employer, 
to withhold a designated amount from the employee's 
salary for a retirement account purchased for the 
employee's benefit. The authorization forms may be 
obtained from the Business Office of the District. The 
application and authorization must be filed with the 
Finance Office on or before the last working day in June 
and December.
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2. A company or organization authorized to do business in the 
State of South Dakota is eligible to enter into tax sheltered 
agreements with the School District.
3. Companies or organizations must file a copy of their license 
to do business in the State of South Dakota with the 
Finance Office upon filing the application for purchase and 
the authorization for withholding as set forth in Part 1 
above. New copies must be filed as the license expires.
4. The effective date of all tax sheltered accounts will be 
August 1 or February 1 and the first withholding by the 
District will be from the July 31 or January 31 payrolls, 
respectively. Companies or organizations must submit a 
single billing form with all their tax sheltered accounts 
listed on the billing form, not later than the tenth of the 
month.
5. The employee, not the employer, has the responsibility to 
initiate a change or determination of the purchase of tax 
sheltered account in accordance with established Board 
policies. The District reserves the right to make unilateral 
changes for accounts violating Internal Revenue Service 
codes.
6. Employees are not permitted to revise the amount 
authorized for purchase of a tax sheltered account after the 
last working day in June or last working day in December. 
Revisions will be effective for the July and January 
payrolls, respectively.
Employees electing the early retirement incentive will be 
eligible to revise the amount authorized for purchase of tax 
sheltered accounts by filing a revised authorization request with 
the Finance Office by May 31 of each year a retirement payment is 
due.
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The School Board shall provide reimbursement for personal 
property of any employee of the School District if such property is 
stolen or destroyed by assault, theft, vandalism, riot or fire on the 
school premises or at any official function of the school. 
Reimbursement will be provided, however, only if proper security 
measures have been taken by the owner to discourage theft or 
vandalism and if said property was of instructional value in the 
classroom or was damaged in the process of controlling discipline.
Any personal property being used in the instructional 
program of the school must be registered with the principal when 
brought to the school for said instructional purposes and no claim 
for reimbursement shall be paid on unregistered property.
No claim will be considered in an amount less than five dollars 
($5.00) and in no event shall the liability of the School District 
assumed hereby exceed $800.00 on any one occurrence per claimant. 
No claim hereunder shall be paid by the District unless the loss is 
not covered by valid and collectible insurance.
Section G -  Group Travel Accident Insurance
The District shall provide travel accident insurance for 
teachers at a uniform coverage level of $75,000.
Section F -  Employees' Personal Property
Article Vlll -  Worker's Compensation 
Section A -  Industrial Accidents and Illness
In a case in which a service-connected disability, as 
determined by worker's compensation definitions, prevents 
continuing employment of a teacher beyond the current contract 
year, or prevents a teacher from beginning a school year for which 
he/she has signed a contract, he/she shall be guaranteed a position 
for a period of time not to exceed three (3) years beyond the date of 
injury. Before the teacher returns, the Board may require a 
certification of good health.
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Section B -  Worker's Compensation Insurance -  Service-Connected 
Disability
The administration of this policy shall be as determined by 
the District.
An employee shall report a worker’s compensation injury or 
illness to the Human Resources Office, as soon as possible.
An employee with a worker's compensation injury or illness 
shall receive medical treatment from the provider(s) specified by 
the District, unless the employee has previously designated on a 
District Medical Selection Form another medical practitioner/ 
surgeon or notifies the District as soon as reasonably possible after 
treatment has been provided. Selection of a change of medical 
practitioner/surgeon shall be on a District Medical Selection Form. 
A return to work recommendation shall be on a District approval 
form.
An employee of the District absent due to injury or illness 
compensable under South Dakota's worker's compensation statutes 
shall choose either option "A" or option "B" of this policy.
Option "A" The employee may use personal sick leave
(excluding the sick leave bank) to receive regular 
salary, with regular deductions being made, as long 
as the employee is determined by the District's 
worker's compensation insurance provider to be 
unable to return to work. The employee shall 
endorse and surrender to the District all worker's 
compensation checks received by the employee, and 
for each day of such absence an appropriate 
deduction from sick leave shall be made so as to 
compensate the District for the difference between 
the worker's compensation benefit and the 
employee's pay. For example, if the worker’s 
compensation benefit is two-thirds of the 
employee’s pay, one-third of a day shall be 
deducted from sick leave for each day of such
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absence. When the employee has exhausted sick 
leave, the employee shall automatically be 
changed to option "B".
Option "B" The employee shall be placed on an unpaid leave of 
absence for a maximum of one year. The employee 
shall receive no pay or benefits from the School 
District, and shall only be entitled to receive the 
appropriate compensation under worker's 
compensation, as determined by the District's 
worker's compensation insurance provider. During 
the unpaid leave the employee may continue to 
participate in the group insurance plans by paying 
100% of the premiums.
Article ix  - EvalMatjon and Termination. Reduction in Force,
Section A - Evaluation
1. Purpose of Evaluation
The purpose of evaluation of professional staff 
shall be improvement of instruction, assessment of 
performance, assessment of professional growth, and 
determination of future employment.
Evaluation shall be a joint process that includes 
both the evaluator and the person being evaluated. The 
process will provide a framework for communication 
between staff member and administrator involved in the 
evaluation process. The administrator and the staff 
member shall work together to improve instruction and 
enhance professional growth. In instances where staff 
member non-renewal is to be considered, the evaluation 
process shall provide a means to bring remedy to the staff 
member's inadequate performance prior to the decision to 
nonrenew the contract of the employee.
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2. Evaluation Handbook
The content of the Evaluation Handbook shall be 
agreed upon by the parties and the procedures set forth in 
the handbook shall be implemented.
3. Procedures - Formal Evaluations
a. A formal evaluation consists of a classroom observation 
which shall:
1. Be proceeded by a pre-conference.
2. Be of at least thirty (30) minutes duration.
3. Occur on separate days.
4. Be done openly and with full knowledge of the teacher. 
The use of eavesdropping, closed circuit television, 
public address or audio systems, and surveillance 
devices shall be strictly prohibited. The teacher may 
request the use of such devices for the purposes of 
self-study and improvement.
5. Result in a written report prepared in triplicate.
6. Not be limited in number.
b. The post conference shall be held within five (5) working 
days of the observation.
c. The written report of the observation will be signed by both 
parties with a copy given to the teacher. The teacher's 
signature shall signify the teacher has read the report and 
has received a copy of it.
d. One (1) copy of the written report shall be filed in the 
teacher's personnel file in the Superintendent's office and 
one (1) copy of the written report shall be retained by the 
evaluator.
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e. Evaluations shall be conducted by either the building 
administrator or the subject matter supervisor most directly 
responsible for the teacher's work. In no case shall a subject 
matter supervisor with a part-time teaching assignment 
evaluate another teacher in buildings to which the 
supervisor is assigned as a teacher.
f. The criteria on which a teacher will be evaluated are: 
planning for instruction, implementing instruction, 
evaluating instruction, and professionalism.
4. Procedures -  Informal Evaluation
a. Informal evaluation shall:
1. Consist of a first-hand observation of classroom or other 
than classroom duties.
2. Result in a written report prepared in triplicate.
b. The written report of the observation shall be reviewed in 
a conference between the evaluator and the teacher within 
five (5) working days of the observation.
c. The written report of the observation will be signed by both 
parties with a copy given to the teacher. The teacher's 
signature shall signify the teacher has read the report and 
has received a copy of it.
d. One (1) copy of the written report shall be filed in a 
teacher's personnel file in the Superintendent's office and 
one (1 ) copy of the written report shall be retained by the 
evaluator.
e. Observation shall be made by the administrator or 
supervisor most directly responsible for the teacher's work 
and may also be made by the Superintendent, Assistant 
Superintendent, or Directors.
f. Informal evaluations shall not be limited in number.
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5. Plans of Assistance
a. When a formal evaluation reveals deficiencies that place 
a teacher’s continued employment in question, a written 
plan of assistance will be provided by the evaluator and 
reviewed with the teacher, for all staff who are beyond 
the first full year of employment in the District.
b. The plan of assistance shall include a statement of 
deficiency, the consequences of not correcting the deficiency, 
the program the teacher must follow, the assistance which 
the supervisor must provide, the monitoring system and the 
evaluation provision.
c. The evaluator shall provide positive, supportive 
assistance and resources reasonably available.
d. The evaluator or designee shall provide demonstrations of 
theories, techniques, and proper methods for the teacher if 
necessary and/or appropriate.
e. A reasonable time shall be allowed the teacher to correct 
the deficiencies.
6. Probationary Teachers
a. Shall be defined as a teacher in the first and/or second full 
year of teaching in the Sioux Falls School District
b. Shall be formally evaluated at least three (3) times each 
year with additional evaluations if requested by the 
teacher and provided the request is reasonable.
c. The first formal evaluation and conference shall be 
completed prior to November 1.
d. A minimum of three (3) evaluations with pre and post 
conferences shall be completed before April 1. At least one 
evaluation and conference shall be completed in the second 
semester.
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e. The first formal evaluation shall be scheduled with the 
teacher.
7. Continuing Contract Teachers
a. Shall be defined as a teacher in or beyond the third full 
year of employment in the Sioux Falls School District.
b. Shall be evaluated every third year on a Comprehensive 
Evaluation which shall include (2) formal classroom 
observations.
c. Shall be evaluated in the alternate years in either a formal 
or job target process as agreed upon by evaluator and staff 
member.
d. Each evaluation of a teacher in this category shall be 
accompanied by a pre and post conference.
e. Evaluation shall be completed before the third Monday in 
March.
f. The job target process shall not be used to justify non­
renewal. Job targets shall be started no later than 
November 1 and shall be completed by May 1.
8. General Procedures
a. In the event there is disagreement between the teacher and 
the evaluator which may affect the teacher's employment 
status, arrangements shall be made for a different person to 
evaluate the teacher if the teacher or administrator so 
requests.
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b. Each school year, not later than October 1, the 
administration shall call a conference for all probationary 
teachers at either a building or District level for the 
purpose of reviewing the provisions of the law and this 
policy, and procedures for evaluation and supervision. In a 
similar manner, continuing contract teachers shall be kept 
informed of any changes from the previous year in 
evaluation criteria, procedures, or supervision practices.
c. All evaluations shall be conducted uniformly throughout 
the school system with respect to training provided 
evaluators, evaluation forms used, and performance 
standards.
Section B - Personnel File
1. Each teacher shall have the right, upon request, to review the 
contents of his/her personnel file. If the teacher so requests, a 
representative from the Association may accompany the 
teacher in this review. A representative of the 
Superintendent shall be present at such review.
2. Only authorized persons shall be permitted to examine the 
teacher's personnel file. The teacher, the principal(s) of the 
building(s) where the teacher is assigned or is being considered 
for transfer, the directors of Instructional Support Services, 
Exceptional Children Services, Education Services, the 
Assistant Superintendent, the Superintendent, the Human 
Resources Office staff charged with maintenance of the files, 
and any persons designated by the teacher shall be 
authorized.
3. A written record shall be maintained in the file of the persons 
having access to the file and the hours and day of such 
examination.
4. No material derogatory to the teacher's conduct, service, 
character or personality shall be placed in the teacher's file 
unless the teacher has had the opportunity to read the 
material. The material shall be signed by the teacher 
indicating that he/she has read it.
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5. If the teacher takes exception to any statement in the file, 
he/she may prepare a demurral statement. Such demurral 
must be received in the Superintendent's office not later than 
ten (10) working days after the evaluation to which the 
teacher objects has been signed by the teacher or ten (10) 
working days after the teacher has become aware of the 
presence of a document to which the teacher objects. The 
Assistant Superintendent shall review the demurral and 
attach it to the appropriate file document. The evaluator 
shall be informed of the demurral. The teacher shall have 
the right, upon request, to receive a copy of any document or 
other material in the file.
6. A teacher shall have the right to request the removal from 
the file of any material he/she believes to be obsolete, to refer 
to corrected deficiencies, to be unfounded, or to be otherwise 
inappropriate. Such material shall be reviewed by a 
representative of the teacher and by the Assistant 
Superintendent or representative of the Assistant 
Superintendent. If these persons agree that the material 
should be removed, the material will be destroyed in the 
presence of the representative. Disputes over the retention of 
said material may be processed through the grievance 
procedure, commencing at Level Two.
7. No teacher file shall be maintained in the District offices 
which is separate from the personnel file. A building 
principal or other supervisor who maintains a file on a teacher 
shall make known the existence of the file to the teacher.
This file shall be confidential and access to the file shall be as 
determined in Section B, Item 2. The teacher shall have the 
right to inspect the contents of any files pertaining to him/her.
8. Final evaluation of a teacher upon termination of his/her 
employment shall be concluded prior to severance and no 
derogatory documents and/or other derogatory materials shall 
be placed in the personnel file of such teacher after severance 
except in accordance with procedures set forth in this policy.
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Section C - Teacher Discipline
1. No teacher shall be disciplined without just cause. In no case 
shall this be done publicly except as required in state law.
2. On any occasion in which a teacher receives disciplinary 
action which may affect his/her employment status, the 
teacher shall be notified of such meeting in advance, and 
notified of his/her right to have an SFEA representative 
present, except in the case of 3.a. following.
3. The administration and the Board shall have the authority to 
discipline teachers consistent with this section. Such 
discipline shall be progressive through the following steps 
beginning with step a, or with whatever step may be 
appropriate to the situation.
a. Oral reprimand by the principal or supervisor
b. Written reprimand by the principal or supervisor
c. Suspension with pay for up to three (3) days by the 
principal or supervisor
d. Suspension without pay for up to three (3) days by the 
Assistant Superintendent
e. Suspension without pay for no more than ten (10) days by 
the Superintendent.
f. Suspension with or without pay by the Board not to exceed 
ninety (90) teaching days.
At any discipline step except a, a written communication shall 
state what conduct is expected, what conduct is not to occur, and the 
consequences of further misconduct.
4. If the behavior recurs in another contract year, any discipline 
shall begin with the step which is appropriate for the 
frequency and the lapse of time since the last disciplinary 
action occurred for the same or similar offense.
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Section D -  Teacher Discipline -  Smoke Free/Tobacco Free 
Environment Policy
1. Teachers may not smoke or use tobacco products in school 
buildings, in school vehicles, or on school grounds.
2. If a teacher violates this policy, discipline shall be 
progressive as defined in Article IX, Section C.
3. Enforcement of this policy shall be consistent throughout the 
District.
4. A teacher may make use of the support classes offered by the 
District at any step of this policy.
Section E -  Teacher Dismissal
The Board may dismiss at any time a teacher from a current 
contract for plain violation of contract, gross immorality, 
incompetency or flagrant neglect of duty. If dismissal is 
contemplated, the teacher may be suspended pending investigation. 
If the pre-hearing investigation and Board hearing do not result in 
the dismissal of the teacher and the teacher is reinstated, the 
reinstatement shall be without loss of pay or benefits unless 
suspension without pay is imposed as an alternate disciplinary 
action under Section C.
Section F -  Non-Re-employment Based on Evaluation
1. A teacher shall be offered re-employment for the ensuing 
school year unless he/she receives in a conference a written 
final evaluation indicating "Not Recommended." A 
probationary teacher shall receive by April 1 any final 
evaluation indicating "Recommended with Qualifications" or 
"Not Recommended." A continuing contract teacher shall 
receive before the third Monday in March any final 
evaluation indicating "Recommended with Qualifications" or 
"Not Recommended." A SEVTI teacher shall receive such a 
final evaluation not later than 60 days prior to the end of the 
teacher's current individual contract. A list of teachers who
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receive such adverse evaluations and who have consented to 
their inclusion on such a list shall be provided to the 
Association no later than two (2) work days after the date by 
which teachers must have been notified.
2. A teacher who receives a written final evaluation indicating 
"Recommended with Qualifications" shall have been formally 
evaluated according to the appropriate procedures in Section 
A. A continuing contract teacher shall have received a 
minimum of two (2) formal evaluations during the current 
school year. A written plan of assistance shall be provided for 
the ensuing contract year.
3. A teacher who receives a written final evaluation indicating 
"Not Recommended" shall have been formally evaluated 
according to the appropriate procedures in Section A. A 
continuing contract teacher shall have received a minimum of 
two (2) formal evaluations during the current school year as 
part of a Plan of Assistance. The first such evaluation shall be 
completed prior to December 15. A SEVTI teacher shall 
receive a minimum of two evaluations, with the first occurring 
by the end of the second quarter.
4. If it is determined that a teacher is not to be recommended for 
re-employment, the School Board or appropriate admini­
strator shall, before the third Monday in March, notify the 
continuing contract teacher. This notification shall contain the 
reasons and charges on which the intention not to renew is 
based and afford the teacher an informal, private conference 
with the author of the notice and an opportunity to review 
his/her personnel file. Any teacher who has been notified of 
intent to non-renew must be informed of his/her right to counsel 
or Association representation in any of these proceedings. A 
continuing contract teacher who has received notification of 
intent not to renew the teacher's contract shall, no earlier than 
fourteen (14) days nor later than twenty-one (21) days after 
the notice of intent, be notified in writing by the Board of its 
determination not to renew the teacher's contract.
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The teacher may, within seven (7) working days after 
receiving the Board's notice of non-renewal, request a hearing 
before the Board in executive session. The Board shall hold a 
hearing within seven (7) working school days after receipt of 
such request. At such a meeting, the Board shall state the 
charges and reasons for its determination.
The teacher and/or the Board may, upon two (2) days' prior 
notice in writing to the other party, have counsel present and 
shall have full opportunity to present all relevant evidence in 
argument. The teacher shall have every opportunity to present 
witnesses; and to confront and cross examine witnesses, 
including all persons bringing charges and complaints against 
the teacher. Upon request, these people shall be identified by 
either the Board or administration prior to the hearing.
The hearing is to be made a matter of written record with 
time and date included. The teacher has the right to request a 
copy of the hearing, and the record shall be made available 
for review by any appropriate agency upon request of the 
teacher. After considering all evidence and based upon 
evidence adduced at the hearing, the Board shall sustain or 
revoke its original determination.
Written notice of the final determination shall be 
delivered to that teacher within seven (7) working days after 
the hearing. A teacher aggrieved by such final determination 
shall have the right to appeal therefrom as provided in South 
Dakota statute.
Failure to comply with provisions and notices of Section F, 
paragraph 4, or failure to complete a minimum of three formal 
evaluations during the current school year, shall constitute an 
offer on the part of the Board to renew the contract of the 
teacher for the ensuing full year under the same terms and 
conditions applied in the current year or as modified in 
collective negotiations.
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5. If it is determined that a probationary teacher is not to be 
recommended for re-employment, the School Board or 
appropriate administrator shall, not later than April 1 for a 
probationary teacher, notify the teacher in writing of the 
intention not to renew the teacher's contract. The proba­
tionary teacher shall, upon written request made within seven 
(7) working days' notice, be afforded an informal private 
conference in executive session before the School Board and 
appropriate administrators. The teacher and the Board may 
each have representatives present. At this conference the 
teacher shall be advised in writing of the reason or reasons for 
non-renewal which will be related to the teacher's 
evaluation.
The reason(s) given a teacher who receives a notice of non­
renewal because of reduction in force will not relate to the 
teacher's evaluation. The decision of the Board shall be final 
and is not subject to appeal to the courts under SDCL 13-46-1.
A grievance may be filed in the case of non-renewal of a first or 
second year teacher.
6. If it is determined that a SEVTI teacher is not to be 
recommended for re-employment, the School Board or 
appropriate administrator shall, at least sixty (60) days 
before the end of the individual's contract for a SEVTI teacher, 
notify the teacher in writing of the intentioa not to renew the 
teacher's contract. A SEVTI teacher may, within seven (7) 
working days after receipt of the Board’s notice of non­
renewal, request a hearing before the Board in executive 
session. The Board shall hold such a hearing within seven (7) 
working school days after receipt of such request. At such a 
meeting, the Board shall state the charges and the reasons for 
its determination.
The teacher and/or the Board may, upon two (2) days prior 
notice in writing to the other party, have counsel present and 
shall have every opportunity to present witnesses and to 
confront and cross-examine witnesses, including all persons who 
have charges or complaints against the teacher. Upon request, 
these people shall be identified by either the Board or 
administration prior to the hearing.
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The hearing is to be made a matter of written record with 
time and date included. The teacher has the right to request a 
copy of the record of the hearing and the records shall be made 
available for review by any appropriate agency upon the 
request of the teacher. After considering all evidence and 
based upon the evidence adduced at the hearing, the Board 
shall sustain or revoke its original determination. Written 
notice of the final determination shall be delivered to that 
teacher within seven (7) days after the hearing. A teacher 
aggrieved by such final determination shall have the right to 
appeal therefrom as provided in South Dakota statute.
Section G -  Reduction in Force
1. The School Board, after considering the need to maintain 
existing programs, shall determine the teaching position or 
positions to be eliminated. After this determination, 
reductions in force shall be accomplished in the following 
order:
a. Attrition
b. Teachers less than fully certified
c. Teachers who are not in or beyond their third full year of 
employment with the Sioux Falls School District. Layoffs 
shall then be accomplished by seniority as stated in 
paragraph 4 below.
d. Teachers not listed above, with the least seniority in the 
Sioux Falls School District.
2. In no event shall a teacher be laid off pursuant to this policy 
unless there is an available teacher or teachers fully qualified 
and fully certified to perform all duties, including extra duties, 
of the person to be laid off. A certified teacher who has not 
taught in a subject area for five (5) years or who has not 
satisfactorily completed a minimum of three (3) hours of 
relevant graduate course work in the preceding two (2) years 
shall not be fully qualified to teach in a subject area. Such
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teacher may have the opportunity to become fully qualified 
for available positions by completing the required coursework 
during the intervening summer.
3. Involuntary transfers will be made only in case of emergency or 
to prevent undue disruption to the instructional program. See 
Article XI, Section D.
4. For the purpose of staff reduction, seniority shall be defined as 
the length of continuous employment as a teacher in the 
District. Seniority shall be determined by factors in the 
following order: first working day, date of Board employing 
action, date of contract offer by the District. Leaves granted 
with pay shall not be considered a break in continuous 
employment. In addition, involuntary military leave, 
sabbatical leave, health leave, and professional leave, even 
though without pay, shall not be considered as a break in 
employment for the purpose of staff reduction.
5. Teachers whose positions are to be eliminated shall be so 
notified on or before the third Monday in March prior to the 
school year during which the layoff is to be effective. 
Simultaneously, the SFEA shall be notified of persons being 
laid off.
6. Teachers laid off pursuant to this policy may seek re­
employment. A person pursuing re-employment in the District 
must notify the office of the Superintendent in writing not later 
than April 1 of the calendar year for which he/she wishes to 
be considered. In no event shall re- employment options extend 
for more than two (2) years following the date of the original 
notice of layoff. If a teacher refuses an offered position for 
which he/she is qualified with the District, that teacher 
surrenders all rights to re-employment.
7. Experience gained during layoff periods in other districts or 
jobs which qualified as experience under School District 
policies shall also be considered in placement tin the schedule .
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8. No specific position vacancy shall be considered to exist in the 
Sioux Falls School District until all persons qualified for the 
specific position, and who have been laid off under these 
regulations have been re-employed or have surrendered their 
right to re-employment.
Section H -  Reduction in Force -  Southeast Vo-Tech Institute
1. Reduction in force in the Southeast Vo-Tech Institute may be 
effected through termination of a contract on sixty (60) day 
notice if one or more of the following criteria exists: state or 
federal financial support or state program approval is 
terminated; student interest falls below an acceptable level as 
determined by the director and the School Board.
2. No initial sixty (60) day termination notice may be issued once 
any one of the first three (3) quarters of a contract year has 
begun. If a quarter has begun, the director must issue a notice of 
probable termination. A final sixty (60) day termination 
notice shall be issued within thirty (30) days of the 
commencement of the subsequent quarter should enrollment not 
increase sufficiently to justify the program’s continuance. 
Should a determination be made during the final quarter of a 
contract year, or during the summer, that a program shall be 
discontinued, teachers within that program shall be notified 
of termination no less than sixty (60) days prior to the 
commencement of the first quarter of the subsequent year.
3. Should circumstances occur causing the collapse of a program 
and those circumstances are outside the control of the District, 
teachers in the affected program may immediately be issued a 
sixty (60) day termination notice by the director.
4. Once a teacher in the Southeast Vo-Tech Institute has been 
issued a final sixty (60) day termination notice, the teacher 
shall be free to seek and accept new employment. Should such 
new employment require the teacher to begin during the sixty 
(60) day period, he or she may take such employment without 
being assessed the liquidated damages penalty. At the time 
such new employment begins, the District’s contract with the 
teacher shall be considered terminated.
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5. In the event the Board decides to lay off teachers of the 
Southeast Vo-Tech Institute, the least senior staff member 
shall be considered for layoff first. If the staff remaining after 
such layoff were not qualified and certified to teach the 
remaining courses and programs, the next least senior staff 
member shall be considered for layoff.
6. For the purpose of staff reduction, seniority shall be defined as 
the length of continuous employment as a teacher in SEVTI. 
Seniority shall be determined from the date of the first Board 
action which officially employs the teacher. In the event two 
or more persons have the same official employment date, the 
date and time of receipt of the teacher’s first signed contract at 
the Human Resources Office of the District shall determine 
seniority. Leaves granted with pay shall not be considered a 
break in continuous employment. In addition, involuntary 
military leave, sabbatical leave, health leave, and 
professional leave, even though without pay, shall not be 
considered a break in employment for the purpose of staff 
reduction.
7. Teachers laid off pursuant to this policy may avail 
themselves of reemployment. A person wishing to avail 
himself/herself of re-employment in the District must notify 
the office of the Superintendent in writing not later than April 
1 of the calendar year for which he/she wishes to be 
considered. In no event shall re employment options extend for 
more than two (2) years following the date of the original 
notice of layoff. If a teacher refuses an offered position for 
which he/she is qualified with SEVTI, that teacher 
surrenders all rights to re employment.
8. Experience gained during layoff periods in other districts or 
jobs which qualified as experience under School District 
policies shall also be considered in placement on the schedule.
9. No specific vacancy shall be considered to exist in the Sioux 
Falls School District until all persons, qualified for the 
specific position and who have been laid riff under these 
regulations, have been re-employed or surrendered their rights 
to re-employment.
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Section I -  SEVTI Evaluation
The proposed evaluation plan developed by committee 
during the 1990-91 school year will be piloted by volunteer staff 
during the 1992-93 school year. The committee will forward a 
recommendation to the parties by February 28,1993.
ARTICLE X -LEAVE 
Section A -  General Leave Policy Statement
In approval and authorization of leaves of absence which 
can be planned and requested in advance, continuity of the 
instructional program and the best interests of students are to be 
primary considerations, with particular attention given to 
establishing suitable beginning and ending dates.
The use of substitute teachers or a succession of substitute 
teachers may satisfy a basic requirement for staffing classrooms but 
does not provide the general and special quality or caliber of 
instruction given by the regular teachers in most instances. 
Therefore, the administration and teaching staff are expected to 
exercise care in applying for and utilizing leave benefits whenever 
advance planning is feasible.
The beginning date of a leave is often beyond the control of 
the individual staff member and administration, but the planning 
of an ending date or the return to teaching duties should coincide 
with the best interests of students as determined by the teacher, 
the principal, and the appropriate director, and should coincide 
with the school calendar insofar as possible. If a leave is for an 
extended period and ends with the close of the school year, such 
notification of intent to return to teaching shall be submitted by 
March 1. Lack of such notification shall terminate the teacher's 
employment. If the leave is for first semester only, such notification 
of intent to return to teaching shall be submitted by December 1.
Lack of such notification shall terminate the teacher's 
employment. A staff member on any long-term leave without pay 
at April 30 shall not return to duty until the beginning of the new 
school term. The same interpretation should be applied to any 
leave of long-term nature with an indefinite ending date.
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Section B -  Leave of Absence
A teacher returning to the Sioux Falls School District after 
a leave of absence shall in no case be considered a new teacher but 
shall be granted the sick leave accumulated up to the time the 
leave began and shall be restored to his/her former status. All 
benefits to which a teacher was entitled at the time his/her leave 
of absence commenced, shall be restored to him/her upon his/her 
return. For purposes of this section, parental and child care leave 
shall be considered as a leave of absence.
Section C -  Long-Term Health Leave
Any teacher whose personal illness extends beyond the 
period compensated under the sick leave regulation(s) 4151.1 shall 
be granted a leave of absence without pay for such period of time 
which in accumulation with absence with paid sick leave shall not 
exceed two (2) years. Upon return from leave during the same 
school year in which such absence commenced, a teacher shall, at 
the teacher's request, be assigned to the same position. If absent 
beyond the school year in which the absence commenced, the 
teacher shall be returned to a comparable position if the same 
position is not open. The teacher shall return at the same step on 
the salary schedule which he/she occupied when his/her absence 
commenced, and if the teacher was not reinstated to his/her old 
position, shall have the first opportunity to take this position in 
the event it reopens.
The Board may, at its own expense, require a certificate of 
physical and mental health from a source it selects before re­
employing a teacher after such a leave of absence.
A teacher granted a leave of absence under this policy may, 
during the period of such leave, elect to remain a participant in the 
District's group health and life insurance. If the teacher at the 
time of the beginning of such leave had dependent coverage, that 
may be continued as well. In either event, from the beginning of 
such leave the teacher shall be responsible for the entire premium 
or premiums, and shall advance such sums for the payment of such 
premium or premiums to the School District Finance Office by such
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date and in such a form as may be required by the District Finance 
Office. The election provided by this paragraph shall not permit 
the coverage or coverages involved to extend beyond the end of the 
leave involved, except in those instances when the teacher returns 
to District employment.
Service Connected Disability -  See Regulation 4141.
Section D -  Sick Leave
1. Time allowed for sick leave shall be fifteen (15) working days 
per school year, on a prorated basis, if employed for a period 
of less than one (1) school year.
2. Sick leave days not used by a teacher shall be permitted to 
accumulate to a maximum of one hundred seventy-five (175) 
days, provided, however, that the allowable accumulation for 
SEVT1 teachers shall be equal to the particular teacher's 
contracted teaching days unless such days are fewer than 175 
days.
3. The School Board may require the teacher after three (3) days 
of illness or injury to furnish a certificate from a physician or 
other licensed practitioner certifying that said employee was 
unable to perform his/her duties during the period of absence 
for which compensation is required to be paid under this 
section. When an employee is required to furnish a certificate 
from a physician or other licensed practitioner as specified 
above, the cost of said certificate shall be at the expense of the 
School Board. Any deduction from sick leave for purposes 
other than sick leave shall be itemized according to the type 
of leave for which the deductions were made on the teacher's 
record.
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Section E -  Summer School Sick Leave
Time allowed for sick leave for the summer school session 
shall be two (2) summer school working days. The teacher’s regular 
school term sick leave may not be used during the summer session. 
Unused summer school sick leave days shall not be allowed to 
accumulate. Such sick leave shall apply to teachers employed in 
tuition or District funded programs or in Chapter l-funded 
programs.
Section F -  Payment of Sick Leave
In a case in which illness prevents the continuing 
employment of a teacher beyond the current contract year or 
prevents a teacher from beginning a school year for which he/she 
has signed a contract, that teacher should be paid for all sick leave 
accumulated to the time of illness unless the teacher returns to 
work, in which case the teacher shall be paid sick leave for the 
actual time absent due to illness. In the event the teacher does not 
return to work and does not accept other employment, the 
accumulated sick leave shall be paid in the same manner that the 
regular salary is paid until the expiration of the sick leave, upon 
the certification of a doctor that the teacher is not able to work.
Section G -  District-wide Sick Leave Assistance Plan
1. Each District employee eligible for sick leave benefits may 
elect to participate in the District-wide sick leave assistance 
plan established by this policy.
2. The election to participate must be indicated not later than 
October 1, or within thirty (30) days of initial hiring, on a 
written form provided by the District Human Resources Office, 
and each such election is valid only if the electing employee 
contributes not less than one (1) day of the employee's unused 
sick leave entitlement to the sick leave assistance plan. Upon 
such election, the employee shall be eligible to participate in 
the sick leave bank without further contribution except as 
required in Part 6 below. If an employee does not elect to 
participate within the time limits specified, the employee is 
ineligible until the beginning of the next school fiscal year.
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3. Each District employee who was a member of any of the prior 
District sick leave banks as of the effective date of this policy 
shall be deemed to be a participant in this District-wide sick 
leave assistance plan without further election or contribution.
4. Each participant who has used all of the employee's personal 
sick leave (current and accumulated) may petition the 
District-wide Sick Leave Assistance Committee for sick leave 
assistance .
5. The maximum number of sick leave days which the District­
wide sick leave assistance committee may provide to a 
participant is thirty (30) days annually.
6. Such additional sick leave days shall not be deducted from the 
recipient's future accumulated sick leave. However, each 
participant who has received assistance from the 
District-wide sick leave assistance plan must reestablish 
participation for the next school fiscal year by following the 
procedure described in Paragraph 2 of this policy.
7. The District-wide Sick Leave Assistance Committee shall be 
composed of one representative from each of the employee 
groups participating in the plan, to be selected by the 
respective employee groups.
8. The committee shall establish guidelines to govern its 
decision-making process regarding the grant or denial of 
requests for sick leave assistance. The committee guidelines 
shall provide a basis for insuring that sick leave assistance 
under this plan is made available only to those applicants 
who have not abused sick leave, and to provide that sick leave 
assistance results from prolonged illness.
9. The application for additional sick leave shall be submitted 
to the Human Resources Office on a form provided to the 
buildings by the Human Resources Office. The Human 
Resources Office will forward copies to the Sick Leave 
Assistance Committee, to the building principal or 
appropriate supervisor, and to the appropriate employee
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organization. The committee's decision will be forwarded to 
the Human Resources Office for distribution to the employee, 
the building principal, and the appropriate employee 
organization.
10. The District Human Resources Office shall annually make a 
written report to the Superintendent and the committee 
regarding the operation of the plan during the preceding year.
Section H -  Bereavement Leave
Up to five (5) days shall be allowed in each case of death 
in the teacher’s immediate family; immediate family to be defined 
as: parent, parent-in-law, brother, sister, child, spouse or 
grandchild. Additional days deductible from sick leave will be 
granted upon written request of a physician. Up to five (5) days 
shall be allowed in each case of death in the teacher's family of 
other than immediate family members; family members to be 
defined as: brother-in-law, sister-in-law, daughter-in-law, 
son-in-law, grandparents, grandparents-in-law, or any member of 
a teacher's household. The first three (3) days shall not be taken 
from the accumulated sick leave, but the remaining two (2) days, if 
taken, shall be taken from the accumulated sick leave.
In extraordinary circumstances involving the death of an 
immediate family member as defined in the first paragraph above, 
the Board may approve payment of salary during the absence of an 
employee, subject to the deduction of sick leave and substitute 
teacher expenses at the daily rate for certificated substitute 
teachers. Such approval will be based on the recommendation of 
the Superintendent and the president of the Association. Such 
situations shall be reviewed periodically at approximately 
forty-five calendar day intervals. The teacher shall retain his or 
her teaching assignment under this policy.
Leave of one (1) day shall be allowed to attend the funeral 
of others close to the teacher. Each day so missed shall be taken 
from the teacher's accumulated sick leave. In the event a full day 
is not used, and a substitute is employed for only one-halfday, only 
the half-day shall be deducted from the teacher's sick leave and 
one-half day remain.
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Section I -  Family Illness Leave
A teacher may be granted a maximum of ten (10) days leave 
in each case of illness of a member of the teacher's family. Each 
such day shall be deducted from the teacher's accumulated sick 
leave.
Beginning with the fifth such day, the absence shall result 
in a deduction to the teacher of a dollar amount equal to the daily 
rate of pay for a certified substitute teacher. If a teacher is absent 
for a half day, the deduction to the teacher shall be 1/2 of the 
certified substitute pay.
The purpose of this family illness leave is to assist 
teachers in dealing with unexpected illness. It is expected that the 
teacher will make alternative care arrangements as soon as 
possible.
In the event the serious illness of a family member requires 
hospitalization or treatment away from Sioux Falls, and provided 
that the attending physician has certified on a form prescribed by 
the Superintendent the necessity of the presence of the teacher at 
the patient's bedside, no pay deduction shall be imposed. Each day 
of leave granted pursuant to this paragraph shall be deducted from 
the teacher's accumulated sick leave.
In extraordinary circumstances of family illness the Board 
may approve payment of salary during the absence of an employee, 
subject to the deduction of sick leave and substitute teacher expenses 
at the daily rate for certificated substitute teachers. Such 
approval will be based on the recommendation of the 
Superintendent and the president of the Association. Such 
situations shall be reviewed periodically at approximately 
forty-five calendar day intervals. The teacher shall retain his or 
her teaching assignment under this policy.
For the purpose of this policy, the teacher's family shall 
include parent, child, wife, husband, brother, sister, 
parent-in-law, brother-in-law, sister-in-law, daughter-in-law, 
son-in-law, grandchild, grandparents, grandparents-in-law, and 
other members of the teacher household.
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1. Personal Leave
a . With Pay - Personal leave may be taken when a need 
arises and no other leave is appropriate. Two non- 
cumulative days may be used annually, the first with 
full compensation, the second with payroll deduction 
equal to half (1/2 ) the mid-range salary of a 
substitute teacher.
b. Without Pay - Leave without pay shall be granted at 
the discretion of the Assistant Superintendent/Human 
Resource. Applications shall be submitted through the 
building principal.
If a teacher has an emergency situation arise when 
there is not sufficient time to go through normal channels 
for personal leave, the teacher may take personal leave 
upon notifying the principal or other proper administrator. 
However, the determination of the qualification of leave 
so taken for pay or as leave without pay will be made after 
the leave has been taken. Within five (5) working days of 
the completion of such leave taken under emergency 
circumstances, the teacher shall file an application for 
personal leave with pay or without pay, as the case may 
be. The application will be acted upon as described in this 
regulation, and if the leave is not granted, pay will be 
withheld for the period so missed. In the case of leave 
without pay, other actions may be required.
Pay deduction shall be based on the teacher's daily 
rate of pay.
2. Compensatory Days
a. Cafeteria supervision - Compensatory days may be earned 
for cafeteria supervision under language included in Article 
VI, Extra Pay, Section J.
Section J -  Discretionary Leave
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b. On staff substitutes - Compensatory days may be earned for 
on-staff substituting under language included in Article VI, 
Extra Pay, Section I.
3. Wellness Leave
Wellness leave - See Article X, Section K.
4. Procedures for Use of Discretionary Leave
Teachers may use discretionary leave days (Wellness Days, 
Compensatory Days, Persona Leave) subject to the availability of a 
substitute as verified by the building principal. Discretionary 
leave days may be used directly by giving the building principal at 
least five (5) days notice. Discretionary leave days will be granted 
subject to the following conditions:
a . No more than 7 percent (rounded to the nearest whole) of 
the teachers in a building may use discretionary leave days 
on a given day.
b. Use of compensatory leave for cafeteria supervision and/or 
on-staff substituting is limited to a maximum of two (2) 
days per semester.
c. In no case shall the consecutive days of discretionary leave 
in any combination of wellness days, compensatory days or 
personal leave exceed five (5) consecutive school days.
d. Discretionary leave days may not be used prior to 
September 15 or after May 20.
e. The Assistant Superintendent-Human Resource/ 
Administrative Services shall have the discretion to grant 
exceptions to the conditions for granting discretionary leave 
noted above. Teachers requesting an exception to one or 
more of the conditions for granting discretionary leave 
noted above must explain the reason(s) for requesting an 
exception in writing to the Assistant Superintendent- 
Human Resources/Administrative Services. Decisions of
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the Assistant Superintendent-Human Resources/ 
Administrative Services in regard to exceptions to this 
policy are final, not subject to the grievance procedure or 
considered a precedent in regard to other requests.
Section K - Wellness Leave
Wellness Leave of one day may be applied for and taken if all 
eligibility requirements are met. This leave shall be available to 
all teachers who are employed by the District the entire preceding 
school year and who took no sick leave, family illness leave, or 
long term health leave. The use of bereavement leave shall not 
disqualify a teacher for this leave. Taking the leave itself shall 
not disqualify a teacher from taking it the next year. The leave 
will not be cumulative.
Section L -  Parental Leave, Maternity Leave, Adoptive Parent 
Leave
1. Parental Leave
Leave for child rearing is available without pay.
Beginning and ending dates of the leave should be included on the 
application, which is submitted at least two weeks in advance.
This leave may be extended through re-application through the 
next complete school year, or until the teacher is offered the same 
or comparable position for which the teacher is qualified and 
certified. No new employee shall be hired for a position which the 
teacher on leave is qualified to fill unless the teacher on leave 
rejects the offering of a contract for that position. If the teacher 
rejects such employment, the District's obligation is terminated.
The teacher on leave for one semester or less will receive credit for 
a year's experience on the salary schedule. Seniority and sick leave 
are retained if active status is resumed.
The teacher has the option continuing in the District's 
insurance program. The teacher must request such continuance, and 
the teacher shall pay both the teacher and the District shares of 
the premium.
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The teacher shall submit written notification of intent to 
return to teaching to the Assistant Superintendent -  Human 
Resources/ Administrative Services at least two weeks prior to the 
desired date of return. If leave is for an extended period and ends 
with the close of the school year, such notification of intent to 
return to teaching shall be submitted by March 1. Lack of such 
notification shall terminate the teacher's employment.
2. Maternity Leave
Sick leave benefits as provided in Board policy 4151.1 and 
Article X, Section D of this contract shall be made available to 
teachers who are physically disabled due to pregnancy or 
childbirth.
If possible, the teacher needing sick leave for maternity 
disability shall notify the principal at least two weeks in advance 
of her absence. If the disability extends beyond six weeks, a 
physician's certificate shall be forwarded to the Assistant 
Superintendent-Human Resources/Administrative Services.
If the leave occurs within a contract year, the teacher's 
assignment shall be retained if the teacher returns following the 
six (6) week leave or if an extension for health related reasons is 
requested in writing by the teacher's physician.
3. Adoptive Parent Leave
Up to fifteen (15) days leave with pay will be granted to an 
employee who adopts a child. Such leave shall be deducted from 
accumulated sick leave.
Should both adoptive parents be employees of the District, 
the fifteen (15) day leave may be shared between them.
Section M -  Sabbatical Leave
1 . Purpose
In order to provide opportunities for maximal professional 
improvement, sabbatical leave shall be available to certified 
personnel for formal, full-time study at a recognized college or 
university, or other approved programs.
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2. Eligibility
a. An applicant must possess a valid South Dakota 
certificate, hold a minimum of a bachelor's degree, and 
must have accrued seven (7) consecutive, full years of 
teaching service in the Sioux Falls School District or seven 
(7) or more total years of District employment without 
interruption of involvement in the education profession. 
Parental leave shall not be considered an interruption of 
District employment or of involvement in the education 
profession for purposes of this policy.
b. Evidence of prior personal commitment to professional 
improvement must be demonstrated by an applicant 
through submission of transcripts of not less than six (6) 
semester hours of earned credits in the particular graduate 
program for which the use of a sabbatical leave is proposed 
or submission of transcripts which verify completion of an 
initial graduate degree.
c. In instances where at least one-half ( 1/2 ) of the required 
course-work in a graduate program has been completed 
prior to application, sabbatical leave shall be limited to 
one (1) semester.
d. Applicants shall not have received a sabbatical leave 
during the seven (7) years immediately preceding any 
application.
e. Sabbatical leave for study shall be for individuals 
centering their study in the field of education or related to 
their area of major concentration.
f. Each applicant must agree to return to service in the Sioux 
Falls School District immediately upon termination of 
sabbatical leave and to continue in such service for one (1) 
year for each semester of leave, unless physical disability 
makes this impossible or there is mutual agreement to the 
contrary. A signed agreement in the format of two (2) 
promissory notes shall stipulate that the failure of the
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person to provide such service shall result in the obligation 
to reimburse the District one-half ( 1/2 ) of the salary paid 
him/her during sabbatical leave per year or prorated in 
proportion to the time not served following the leave.
3. Application
a. Applications shall be made to the Committee for 
Sabbatical Leave on or before February 1.
b. The application shall be accompanied by plans for the use 
of the sabbatical leave, evidence that the applicant has 
been accepted into a graduate program, and an exposition of 
the plan's potential for improving the applicant's 
professional competence and such other information as may 
be necessary as determined by the Committee for 
Sabbatical Leave.
4. Selection
a. The Committee for Sabbatical Leave shall consist of four
(4) teachers elected by the Sioux Falls Education 
Association, one (1) administrator, and chaired by the 
Assistant Superintendent. The chairperson will vote only 
in the event of a tie. Teacher members shall be elected for 
two (2) year terms with two (2) teachers being elected each 
year.
b. The committee will prepare a priority listing of eligible 
candidates and recommendations for sabbatical leave 
appointments. Provided sufficient qualified applicants 
have come forth, up to one percent (1%) of the certified 
personnel currently employed will be recommended to the 
Superintendent who will in turn make recommendations to 
the School Board.
c. Consideration shall be given to:
1. Assured eligibility.
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2. The applicant's potential for contributing to the 
growth of himself/herself as a professional educator.
3. The applicant's prior contribution to the Sioux Falls 
School District and potential for future leadership.
4. Any other pertinent factors as established by the 
committee.
5. Compensation
a . While on sabbatical leave the person shall receive fifty 
percent (50%) of his/her contract salary for the time 
involved.
b. The person shall receive the insurance and retirement 
fringe benefits as provided for certified personnel by the 
School Board.
c. Teachers on sabbatical leave may augment their sabbatical 
salary with aids, fellowships, scholarships, or other 
stipends up to an amount that will not exceed the full 
amount of their basic salary.
d. Teachers will be paid on a regular twelve (12) equal 
monthly installment basis, particularly in order to carry 
out the monthly payroll deduction necessary for group 
insurance premium, and the like.
6. Miscellaneous Administrative Provisions
a. Sabbatical leave may be for a portion of the year, but may 
not exceed a full school year.
b. The individual on leave may not deviate from his/her 
approved plan except with the written permission of the 
Assistant Superintendent.
c. Sabbatical leave will be automatically terminated should 
the grantee be placed on a probationary academic status by 
his/her college or university.
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d. Any falsification of information by the grantee in 
application or other reports required as part of sabbatical 
leave may subject the leave to termination upon 
recommendation by the Committee for Sabbatical Leave.
e. Upon return from sabbatical leave, the grantee shall be 
advanced on the salary schedule as though he/she had 
been employed as a full-time employee of the School 
District during the time of leave. The School Board shall 
reassign the teacher to the same building, grade level, 
subject matter and assignment and related working 
conditions as previously held.
Section N - Court and Jury Leave
Court and jury duty hold precedence over all other 
employment obligations in the School District. A teacher should 
not be penalized by loss of pay from a contracted salary while 
absent performing court and jury duty required by law. (A teacher 
does not receive replacement compensation for court and jury duty.) 
The daily payment and mileage paid to such teacher is to help 
compensate for the extra necessary expense for meals, lodging and 
travel. In most instances, such payment does not fully compensate 
the teacher for such other necessary expense.
1. No teacher shall be paid any fees for giving testimony or 
evidence in any civil or criminal proceeding or action on 
behalf of the School District, provided, however, that 
whenever such person is required to testify and give 
evidence on behalf of the School District in a place other 
than the teacher’s official residence, the teacher shall be 
paid actual and necessary expenses, including mileage at 
the same rate then in effect in the School District.
2. When a teacher is subpoenaed in private litigation or by 
some party other than the School District, to testify not in 
the teacher’s official capacity, but as an individual, the 
teacher shall be entitled to receive regular pay from the 
School District while so absent and without loss of any 
leave credits, provided, however, that if the subpoena
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results directly or indirectly from employment of the 
teacher by a party other than the School District, the 
teacher shall lose one (1) day's pay or part thereof for each 
day of absence or part thereof.
3. When a teacher is summoned to serve on a jury, the teacher 
shall be entitled to receive regular pay from the School 
District while so absent and without loss of any credits.
The teacher shall not be entitled to expenses from the 
School District, and shall pay to the District any fee paid 
to the teacher for service as a juror. If the teacher is 
employed by the District less than full-time, the fee paid 
to the District for a days' jury duty shall be in proportion to 
the teacher's percentage of full-time employment with the 
School District. The teacher may retain any mileage 
allowance or subsistence allowance paid in connection with 
jury service. The amount owed by such a teacher to the 
District may at the option of the District be withheld from 
the teacher's pay.
4. Any teacher summoned or subpoenaed either as a juror or a 
witness shall notify his/her principal, or immediate 
supervisor, in advance of such required absence so as to 
permit reasonable arrangements to be made.
Section O -  Political Activity Leave
Leaves of absence for political activity for the purpose of 
being a candidate for political office, or for holding public office, 
will be arranged within the framework of 
Board policy and law.
1. A teacher, seeking an extended leave of absence for 
campaigning, office holding, or other time-consuming 
responsibilities connected with government, shall apply for 
such leave in writing.
2. The Board shall give the teacher a written answer to a 
request for political leave.
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3. If the candidate is not elected, he/she shall be returned to 
his/her position immediately.
4. Leaves of absence shall be arranged for a definite period of 
campaigning.
5. Leaves of absence for the period of holding political office, 
because of the wide variance of demands on time, shall be 
arranged on an individual basis.
Section P -  SEVTI Employment Leave
Teachers at the Southeast Vo-Tech Institute may be 
granted, upon request, leave without pay for one (1) school year for 
the purposes of engaging in employment in their teaching area. In 
no event shall any teacher be entitled to this leave more than once 
each four (4) years. Upon completion of the employment, the 
teacher will be provided the opportunity to return to his/her 
former position as a teacher at the Southeast Vo-Tech Institute. 
The teacher’s salary on such return to District employment shall be 
the same as it would have been had the teacher been continuously 
employed by the District. The application shall contain all 
pertinent information about the job and describe the value of the 
position or of the experience of the staff member in this position to 
the School District and/or community. The application must 
include written confirmation that employment has been secured.
The decision to grant or deny the requested leave shall be made by 
the Assistant Superintendent in his/her sole discretion. A teacher 
on such leave must notify the Assistant Superintendent in writing of 
the teacher's intent to return to District employment for the ensuing 
school year not later than March 1 during the year of such leave, or 
shall forfeit the right to re-employment.
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Section Q -  Military Leave
1. Military Leave for Training
a . Employees of the School District who qualify as members 
of a 'Reserve Component' to include the National and Air 
National Guard will be granted military leave of absence 
from their employment in accordance with the following 
established policy:
(1) Military leave will not exceed fifteen (15) working 
days in any calendar year. Time in excess of fifteen 
(15) days must be charged to vacation time or leave 
without pay.
(2) The School District will pay employees who 
receive twenty (20) days, or less, vacation annually, 
the difference between their daily rate of pay, as 
employees of the School District, and the daily 
rate of pay they receive while on military leave. 
The daily rate of pay, while on military duty, to be 
requested by employees from the Commander of 
their Reserve or National Guard units, in writing, 
to be directed to the Superintendent of Schools or 
his/her designee.
(3) The School District will not pay employees who 
receive more than twenty (20) days of vacation 
annually.
(4) Military leave may not be accumulated.
(5) Temporary or part-time employees are not entitled 
to military leave. Temporary does not include new 
employees on a probationary status.
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(6) Employees requesting military leave for training 
will obtain a written order or letter from the 
Commander of their Reserve or National Guard 
units showing the dates of the training period.
This notice is to be submitted to the Superintendent 
of Schools or his/her designee, sixty 160) days prior 
to the date of employee's departure for training.
(7) A record of military leave taken will be 
maintained on the regular annual and sick leave 
account of each School District employee. See 
Board Policy 4152.4 for legal reference.
2. Employees of the School District who are called to active duty 
in the military service qualify under the Soldiers' Preference 
Law to be reinstated with accrued benefits.
a. An employee may be continued on the payroll for vacation 
after the date of reporting for active duty.
b. The School District is required to carry as a credit any 
unused sick leave and vacation due at time of call to active 
duty. If reinstated upon return from military service, such 
unused sick leave and vacation shall also be reinstated.
See Board Policy 4152.4 for legal reference.
Section R -  Professional Staff Leave
A teacher who has been elected to a state or a national 
education Association office shall be granted a leave of absence in 
order to serve in that office, without pay, subject to the following 
limitations.
In no event shall any teacher be entitled to more than four 
(4) consecutive years of leave under this policy. During the first two 
(2) years only of such leave, the teacher shall advance on the 
salary schedule as if the teacher had remained in the employ of 
the District.
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When the teacher returns to District employment, earned 
benefits (such as sick leave) which are dependent upon length of 
service shall be reinstated at the same level that the employee 
had earned up to the last date of employment.
In the event such a teacher's employment with the District 
should be terminated during such a leave of absence, the teacher's 
right to re-employment under this policy shall be void.
Section S -  Professional Leave (Without Pay)
1. Any teacher may be granted a leave of absence to continue 
his/her education, provided a proper substitute can be found. 
This leave may be used no more often than one year in every 
ten. Professional leave may follow a year of sabbatical leave. 
This leave, if for a full year, shall not serve for advancement 
on the salary schedule.
2. Upon return after a leave of absence, the salary index step 
shall be the same as that which the teacher was receiving at 
the time of leave, if the leave occurs during the first semester 
of the school year. If the leave is granted during the second 
semester or at the end of a school year, the salary index step 
shall be that at which he/she would have been placed had 
he/she remained.
3. Each teacher shall submit a written application through the 
office of the Assistant Superintendent. The application shall 
contain the reasons and other pertinent information for the 
request. The written application for a full year or first semester 
must be submitted not later than June 15. Written application 
for second semester must be submitted not later than October 15.
4. Such leave of absence is to be granted only at the beginning of 
the school year or semester and may not be extended beyond 
that one (1) school year in which such leave is granted.
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5. This policy does not guarantee a position to the teacher upon 
expiration of his/her leave unless there is a vacancy for which 
the teacher is qualified. However, no new employee shall be 
hired by the District in any position for which the staff 
member is qualified unless the teacher on leave rejects the offer 
of re-employment. Such rejection shall constitute completion of 
the District's obligation to the teacher on leave and serve as a 
resignation for appropriate Board action.
6. Upon return from leave accumulated sick leave shall be 
restored. Such leave of absence does not serve for advancement 
on the salary schedule. Upon return from such leave a teacher 
shall be placed on the salary schedule according to service 
credited at the time the leave began and degree earned.
Section T -  Association Leave
1. The Association shall be allocated thirty-five (35) days leave 
each school year for its members, except during a year when its 
president is on full-time Association status at which time the 
allocation shall be twenty (20) days.
2. If an Association member is on an NEA committee or holds an 
NEA assignment, the allocation shall be thirty-five (35) days 
regardless of the president’s status.
3. Such leave shall be approved by the Superintendent upon 
notification from the Association president.
4. The Association will remit to the District that sum of money 
which equals the daily rate of pay of a certified substitute 
teacher for each absence, or one-half this sum for each half 
day of absence under this leave. If no substitute is required, no 
reimbursement will be made.
5. The District shall bill the Association monthly regarding 
reimbursement.
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Deductions for leave without pay shall be computed on the 
basis of the teacher's daily rate times the number of days of non- 
authorized absence. The teacher's daily rate shall be computed by 
dividing said teacher's annual salary by the number of paid 
teaching days as defined by the school calendar.
Section V -  Long Term Leave of Absence Without Pay
A leave of absence for personal reasons without pay for no 
less than one (1 ) semester or no more than one (1) school year may 
be granted to a teacher subject to the following guidelines:
1. Such leave shall be available to teachers when other specific 
leaves of absence are not appropriate to the reasons for the 
request.
2. Reasons for granting such leaves shall include but not be 
limited to family responsibilities and interests, personal 
desire and need for change in routine to gain a new perspective, 
opportunities outside the profession apart from formal study or 
regular employment or other activities and challenges that 
could enhance the professional growth and development of the 
teacher.
3. Each teacher shall submit a written application through the 
office of the Assistant Superintendent. The application shall 
contain the reasons and other pertinent information for the 
request. The written application must be submitted not later 
than June 15. Written application for second semester must be 
submitted not later than October 15.
4. Such leave of absence is to be granted only at the beginning of 
the school year or semester and may not be extended beyond 
that one (1) school year in which such leave is granted.
Section U -  Deduction for Leave Without Pay
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5. This policy does not guarantee a position to the teacher upon 
expiration of his/her leave unless there is a vacancy for which 
the teacher is qualified. However, no new employee shall be 
hired by the District in any position for which the staff 
member is qualified unless the teacher on leave rejects the 
offer of re-employment. Such rejection shall constitute 
completion of the District's obligation to the teacher on leave 
and serve as a resignation for appropriate Board action.
6. Upon return from leave accumulated sick leave shall be 
restored. Such leave of absence does not serve for advancement 
on the salary schedule. Upon return from such leave a teacher 
shall be placed on the salary schedule according to service 
credited at the time the leave began and degree earned.
Section W -  Exchange Teaching Leave
A teacher may be granted a leave of absence for two (2) 
years to teach overseas. Each year of experience will be credited to 
the teacher in determining his/her step on the salary schedule.
The teacher shall retain his or her teaching assignment under this 
policy so long as such assignment continues to exist.
Article XI -  Assignment and Transfer
Section A -  Voluntary Transfer
The assignment of staff members and their transfers to 
positions in the various schools and departments of the District 
including newly constructed schools, shall be made by the 
Superintendent or his/her delegated representative on the basis of 
the following criteria:
1. Contribution which the staff member could make to 
students in the new position.
2. Qualifications of staff member compared to those of outside 
candidates for the position to be filled.
3. Opportunity for professional growth.
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4. Effect the transfer would have on the school from which 
the transfer was made.
5. Length of service in the Sioux Falls School District.
Each teacher signing a contract in the spring shall be 
provided a Letter of Teacher Reassignment if there is a 
change of assignment from the previous year. In situations 
where it is impossible to assign a new teacher, such teacher 
shall receive notification with the contract indicating that 
he/she is unassigned. In the event a teacher is assigned due 
to lack of enrollment, he/she shall have an opportunity to 
be reassigned to his/her original school, in the event an 
opening occurs prior to the contract year.
Section B -  Procedure for Voluntary Transfer
Teachers, either full-time or part-time, who desire a transfer 
for the following school year in grade and/or subject assignment, or 
who desire to transfer to another building or newly constructed 
building, shall file a Specific Transfer Request Form, available in 
the school office, with the Assistant Superintendent. A teacher 
who has decided to relinquish a contractual extra duty assignment 
(See Appendix C) may be transferred or reassigned if necessary to 
establish a vacancy for replacement within the extra duty 
assignment.
Vacancies will be posted throughout the school year; 
however, beginning March 1 of each school year and each Monday 
thereafter until the end of the school term the Superintendent or 
his/her designee shall post in school buildings the personnel report 
listing known new vacancies for the following school year. Summer 
vacancies will be posted each Monday in June at the Instructional 
Planning Center and information will be available at the Human 
Resources Office.
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Within five (5) weekdays of a vacancy being posted, 
teachers interested in a particular position must submit a Specific 
Transfer Request Form relating to that assignment to the Assistant 
Superintendent's office. Upon or before the submission of the 
Specific Transfer Request Form to the current administrator, a 
conference shall take place between the teacher and the current 
administrator. No teacher from outside the District shall be hired 
for that specific vacancy until the specific transfer requests have 
been considered and denied. Before granting a transfer request, 
other persons with pending requests for that vacancy shall be 
notified of denial. A Specific Transfer Request Form must be 
submitted for each posted vacancy.
If a teacher's transfer request is denied, the teacher may 
request a hearing by the Superintendent on said denial within two 
(2) working days of his/her receipt of denial. The position in 
question shall be held open until such hearing is held. Specific 
transfer requests will expire on June 30 and no transfer requests will 
be accepted from July 1 to the beginning of the next school year.
Section C - Transfer Fair
The District will provide three (3) transfer fairs during the 
second semester of staffing of vacancies for the following year.
Section D - Involuntary Transfers Out of Building
Involuntary transfers will be made only in case of 
emergency or to prevent undue disruption to the instructional 
program. It is therefore agreed as follows:
1. When a reduction in the number of teachers in a grade or subject 
area within a building is necessary, staff members in that 
school or program shall be notified in writing. That 
notification shall be hand-delivered to the staff members by 
their supervisor if it occurs during the school year. Volunteers 
shall be transferred first, after which transfer shall be made on 
the basis of qualifications for the teaching position of the staff
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member compared to other staff members in the grade or subject 
area and length of continuous service in the School District. If 
qualifications are reasonably equal, length of service will be 
the criterion for transfer.
2. When involuntary transfers are necessary, written notification 
of reassignment will be made by the administration. This will 
occur prior to the placement of voluntary transfers and new 
hires. Opportunity to apply for a voluntary transfer will 
remain available.
3. Exceptions to the procedures set forth in paragraph 1 and 2 
above may be made when the Superintendent believes the best 
interest of the school system are served and so notifies the 
Association of the reasons for the exception.
Article Xll Teacher Responsibilities
Section A -  Responsibility for an Effective Learning Environment
1. The Board recognizes its responsibility to give support and 
assistance to teachers in order to maintain such control and 
discipline in the classroom as is necessary for an effective 
learning environment.
2. When it appears to the classroom teacher, counselor, or other 
professional observer that a particular student requires the 
attention of special counselors, social workers, psychologists, 
psychiatrists, physicians, law enforcement personnel, or other 
professional persons, such person shall report the facts to the 
administration, which shall take appropriate action.
3. A teacher may request that a student be permanently removed 
from that teacher's classroom in order to provide an effective 
learning environment for the remaining students in the 
classroom and/or for that student. In such case a building 
committee composed of the teacher, at least two additional 
teachers who are well acquainted with the student, the 
counselor, a qualified psychologist, the school principal or
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his/her designee and others who may be deemed necessary or 
able to contribute shall be appointed to examine the problem in 
detail. Written and/or otherwise verifiable evidence shall be 
presented to this committee in such a manner and form as to 
provide evidence, to the best ability of the individuals 
concerned.
Based upon the factual evidence, the committee shall make 
recommendations in the best interests of the student and the 
other students. The student and his/her parents shall be 
invited to be present at the committee meeting. In the event 
the student is reinstated in the classroom, the case is subject to 
review by the committee.
Recommendations of the committee regarding suspension 
and expulsion shall be in accord with Policy No. 5114 and 
statutes of the State of South Dakota. Recommendations of the 
committee cannot be abrogated or countermanded except by due 
process. The teacher, parent(s) or guardian(s) may appeal the 
decision to the Superintendent and from the Superintendent to 
the Board. If the process under Public Law 94-142 is 
appropriate, such process may be used as an alternative to the 
above procedures.
4. In any case of an employment-related assault upon a teacher, 
the assaulted teacher shall immediately report such assault to 
the principal or designated representative. Upon request by 
the teacher, the Superintendent shall instruct the District's 
legal counsel to advise the teacher of his/her rights and 
obligations in connection with the handling of the incident by 
law enforcement and judicial authorities.
5. If a teacher is named as defendant in any civil or criminal 
action arising out of lawful disciplinary action taken by the 
teacher against a student, the Board shall provide its legal 
counsel for the teacher's defense.
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6. The Board will reimburse teachers who suffer any loss, damage 
or destruction of clothing or personal property as the result of 
taking lawful disciplinary action in the performance of their 
duties, unless such loss is covered by insurance or reimbursement 
is obtainable from other sources. This section shall not apply to 
materials covered in Section F of Article VII.
7. Time lost by a teacher in connection with any incident of the 
type mentioned in this article shall not be charged against the 
teacher.
8. Teachers shall exercise care with respect to the safety of pupils 
and property, and the Board agrees to carry liability insurance 
naming the teacher as a named insured and protecting the 
teacher from damage or loss for which he/she may be liable.
Section B -  Academic Freedom
The Board recognizes and respects the right of citizens to 
make suggestions for the improvement of public schools, but 
maintains that no special interest group shall deny academic 
freedom, defined as the right and obligation of teachers to teach in 
the manner which is in the best interest of their students, to 
educators. Nor shall any special interest group dictate to the 
professional educators the type and/or quality of texts and 
instructional materials to be used in the classrooms of the Sioux 
Falls School District. In recognition of the right of citizens to make 
suggestions for improvement, upon the official request of any 
special interest group, a building committee consisting of the 
principal, teacher(s), and parent representatives shall be 
appointed to deal with the matter.
If the official request affects the District beyond a building 
level, the SFEA and the administration shall jointly appoint in 
equal numbers a commission to meet with representatives of the 
group, and discuss with them their interests in instructional 
materials and topics. However, the final choice of such 
instructional materials and topics shall be the responsibility of the 
professional educators and School Board of this system, compatible 
with legal requirements.
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Whenever any group or individual brings charges against a 
teacher concerning the teacher’s freedom to teach, the Board shall 
provide, without charge to the teacher, the necessary and 
sufficient leave of absence, legal assistance, and other support for 
the protection of academic freedom, except when the Board and the 
teacher's position are in legal opposition.
Section C -  Political Activity
1. School employees engaging in political activity shall make it 
clear that their utterances and actions are theirs as 
individuals and that they, in no manner, represent the views of 
the school system.
2. School employees shall not engage in political activity on 
school premises during school hours.
Section D -  School-Community Relations -  PTA
Teachers are expected to use professional judgment in 
attending PTA meetings in schools where they teach. This is a 
means of meeting parents of children, which gives both parents and 
teachers an opportunity to exchange views.
Section E -  Collection of Private Funds
No teacher shall be required to collect funds for private 
agencies, such as photographers and other enterprises.
Section F -  Facilities Use
Supervision of facilities during use by outside groups shall 
not be the responsibility of a teacher as part of duties of 
employment.
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The School Board, Ihe Superintendent, and/or their 
designees shall not require, request, nor allow a teacher to collect 
monies or sell student meal tickets in relation to the Food Service 
Program. Elementary teachers shall not be required to supervise 
students in relation to such a lunch program.
Section G -  Food Service Program
Article X||| -  Curriculum 
Section A -  Teaching Conditions
The Board and the SFEA recognize that the availability of 
optimum school facilities for both student and teacher is desirable 
to insure the high quality of education that is the goal of both the 
teacher and the Board. It is also acknowledged that the primary 
duty and responsibility of the teacher is to facilitate learning and 
that the organization of the school and the school day should be 
directed at insuring that the energy of the teacher is primarily 
utilized to this end.
The Board and the SFEA recognize that appropriate texts, 
library reference facilities, maps, globes, laboratory equipment, 
audio-visual equipment, art supplies, athletic equipment, current 
periodicals, standardized tests and questionnaires, and building 
changes are the tools of the teachers' profession, and that each 
department or grade level shall receive equal consideration and 
treatment in its needs and requests for instructional materials.
The Board or its designee and a representative of the 
building faculty committee on staff development in each building 
selected by members of each staff development building committee, 
shall confer at least annually prior to the final selection for the 
purpose of improving the selection and use of such educational tools.
In regard to the philosophy of teacher accountability, the 
Board, within the bounds of its best judgment, shall assume the 
responsibility of providing the necessary educational tools and 
enacting the recommendations made by the District Staff 
Development Committee.
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Section B -  Class Size
Positive steps to be taken in controlling class size at 
elementary level shall be as follows:
1. Where neither changing boundary lines or transporting students 
seems to be feasible, an educational assistant will be employed, 
if the teacher wishes, at the rate of three (3) hours per day, 
when the number of students exceeds thirty (30).
2. The principal and teacher shall determine how the 
educational assistant is to be used and the scheduling of their 
services.
Section C -  Staff Development
In order to advance the program for improvement of 
instruction, school may be convened thirty (30) minutes later than 
usual or dismissed thirty (30) minutes earlier than usual no more 
than ten (10) times per year for in-service meetings.
A committee of sixteen (16) members consisting of three (3) 
principals, five (5) curriculum personnel appointed by the 
Superintendent, and eight (8) classroom teachers appointed by the 
president of SFEA shall plan District-wide staff development 
meetings and develop flexible guidelines for the instructional 
improvement program. The District committee shall have the 
responsibility for communicating these plans and guidelines to the 
professional staff. The building faculty committee on staff 
development shall further have responsibility for assigning 
planning and leadership roles for department and grade level and 
building meetings.
School may be dismissed for staff development after school 
has been in session five and one-half (5 1/2) hours, exclusive of 
intermissions, which shall mean recess and lunch periods.
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An amount of $7.50 (seven dollars and fifty cents) per 
teacher in each building shall be allocated to that building for 
discretionary use in purchasing materials for the professional shelf 
and/or professional library of the school building. The building 
faculty committee shall decide the allocation and use of these 
funds within each building.
Each building committee shall consist of a principal, 
department chairperson, other faculty members; the total 
committee not to exceed ten (10). Each committee shall be co­
chaired by a teacher and the principal.
Section D -  SEVTI Staff Development
Teachers of the Southeast Vo-Tech Institute employed for 
eleven (11) months, hereinafter called instructors, may be granted 
after their fourth (4) contract year with the Sioux Falls School 
District and every fifth (5) contract year thereafter, release from 
regular duties for four (4) weeks in-service training with full pay. 
In-service activities shall include but not necessarily be limited to 
the following kinds of programs: industry-sponsored workshops, 
clinics or factory schools, employment in the major field of 
teaching, and advanced coursework in the field of teaching.
All teachers on less than an eleven (11) month contract may 
be issued a contract for an additional four (4) weeks after their 
fourth (4th) contract year and every fifth (5th) contract year 
thereafter. Four (4) weeks of this contract shall be used for the 
above-described in service training. Teachers on less than a 
full-time contract will not be affected by this policy. Teachers 
eligible for the above described in-service program may submit to 
the director of vocational education, by April 15 of the year they 
are eligible, a written statement of how they intend to use their 
in-service time. This in-service plan shall be mutually agreed to 
by the director of vocational education and the teacher. No more 
than four (4) instructors shall be granted in-service leave in anyone 
year. If more than four (4) instructors are eligible for in-service 
leave in any given year, the four (4) with the greatest seniority 
shall be granted in-service leave, unless otherwise agreed by those 
concerned. Instructors not granted leave will have first choice at 
in-service leave the next year.
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If a teacher for his/her in-service program is employed 
outside the School District, his/her earnings during that in-service 
leave, up to his/her salary which he/she will receive from the 
School District during that in-service leave, shall be turned over to 
the School District. Sick leave, group health insurance and 
applicable leave policies shall continue in force as if the teacher 
were fulfilling normal duties during the period of in-service 
training.
Section E -  Professional Growth -  Teacher Visitation
Arrangements shall be made for teacher visitation for all 
teachers new to the District, to visit for at least one-half ( 1/2 ) 
day in the classroom of another teacher as set forth in Procedure 
4115.1 (a).
In addition to new teacher visitation, 50 other classroom 
teaching staff may visit one-half day in the classroom of another 
teacher. Requests for such visitation will be forwarded to the 
Assistant Superintendent, and may be initiated by the visiting 
teacher, principal, or the Directors. Each request must include a 
statement of purpose for the visitation.
Section F-Teacher Planning and Preparation
1. Elementary School (K-5) Each elementary school teacher
shall be entitled to thirty (30) minutes of planning time during 
student hours each day of student attendance, subject to the 
following conditions and exceptions. If, as a result of 
scheduling limitations and requirements, a teacher is not 
provided with a thirty (30) minute planning time on a day of 
student attendance, that teacher shall not be scheduled for 
recess supervision on that day. In such cases the teacher's 
weekly schedule shall provide for an average of thirty (30) 
minutes of planning time per day of student attendance. In no 
event shall an elementary teacher be required to forego 
planning time more than two (2) days per week. Elementary 
school teachers assigned to more than one (1) building shall be 
allowed twenty (20) minutes for travel time between buildings, 
plus an additional fifteen (15) minutes of preparation time
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following the travel time. All planning and preparation time 
shall be exclusive of the forty-five (45) minute lunch break. 
Elementary school teachers with extra-duty assignments may 
request to have their planning time scheduled during the last 
part of the student day to facilitate travel to that extra-duty 
assignment location.
2. Middle School (6-8) Each middle school teacher shall be 
provided not less than one period of individual planning time 
and one period of team planning time each day of student 
attendance. Middle school teachers assigned to more than one 
building shall be allowed one half period (.08 FTE = 20 
minutes) for travel time between buildings. All travel time 
shall be exclusive of the thirty (30) minute lunch break.
3. High School (9-12) Each high school teacher shall have not 
less than one period of planning time per day of student 
attendance. High school teachers assigned to more than one 
building shall be allowed one half period (.09 FTE = 30 
minutes) for travel time between buildings, and preparation. 
All travel and preparation time shall be exclusive of the 
thirty (30) minute lunch break.
Section G -  Teacher Involvement
There shall be teacher involvement and preparation before 
any new educational programs can be implemented in the District.
Section H -  Teaching Materials Budget and Requisitioning 
Materials
For each school in the District, the School Board shall 
appropriate a sum equal to $1.00 per pupil enrolled in the school at 
the last enrollment count prior to such appropriation for the 
purchase of instructional materials that are not otherwise 
obtainable by the teacher. This is not in any way intended to 
replace the normal supply requisition procedure, but is to be used 
only when the time element or other considerations make the 
normal method impractical or impossible.
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The building faculty committee shall determine the 
allocation of these funds within the building. Such determination 
shall be made on the basis of merit among the various requests in 
regard to the instructional usage of the material and after 
determining that the regular procedure of obtaining supplies is not 
practical.
Once the faculty committee has awarded funds to a 
teacher, the school principal is authorized to expend the funds in 
the manner which shall be determined by the Board as most 
efficient and in compliance with legal requirements.
Section I -  Use of Education Assistants
The School Board recognizes teachers are involved in a 
variety of tasks, not all of which require professional training and 
professional competencies. The School Board further recognizes 
that education assistants and volunteers have freed teachers to 
concentrate their efforts on professional services for students and 
that while most of these developments have occurred in the 
elementary schools, the use of education assistants and volunteers 
can strengthen the program of the secondary schools as well. In the 
development and change of staff roles, teachers and administrators 
and Board members shall be involved.
With the respect to the evaluation of EAs, the teacher will 
provide written information and/or suggestions to the process. The 
principal will provide written information and/or suggestions and, 
as the ultimate decision maker, will sign the evaluation.
Section J -  Innovation and Experimental Programs
The Association and the Board agree that change of a 
constructive nature is essential to the improvement of the 
educational process, and that, on occasion, experimental or new 
approaches differ greatly from the traditional concept of the 
student-teacher relationship.
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An Innovation and Experimental Programs committee shall 
be formed, and shall be comprised of eight (8) members, with four 
(4) appointed by the Superintendent of Schools and (4) teachers 
appointed by the president of the Association.
The Association and the Board jointly support constructive 
innovation and experimentation, with the understanding that such 
programs are worked out by the professional staff, including 
teachers and administrators.
As a step toward implementing this concept and 
commitment, the Board agrees to appropriate the sum of $7,500.(X) 
to be used for innovative and experimental programs which may be 
proposed by teachers.
Such a program shall be proposed first to the appropriate 
building faculty committee, which may submit the proposal to the 
Innovation and Experimental Programs Committee. Upon approval 
of the proposal, the Innovation and Experimental Programs 
Committee and the Superintendent shall jointly designate an 
individual or individuals to be responsible for the coordination and 
evaluation of the project. No single project shall be funded for more 
than $1,000.00.
Section K -  Parent/Teacher Conferences
Before parent/teacher conferences are scheduled by the 
administration outside of the period of 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., the 
teachers and principal shall meet to discuss the scheduling of such 
conferences and the scheduling of equivalent compensatory time. 
The views of the teachers shall be given due regard by the District 
administration in these matters, though it is recognized that the 
decisions in these matters are to be made by the administration and 
the Board.
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Article XIV -  SFEA President’s Contract
Prior to March 1 each year, the SFEA shall notify the 
Superintendent in writing as to whether the SFEA president for the 
next school year shall serve in that office full-time or half-time, 
where half-time may be four-tenths (4/10), five-tenths (5/10) or 
six-tenths (6/10) time. Other proportions of time may be mutually 
agreed to. In the event the SFEA president is to serve in that office 
less than full-time, the assignments and duties to be performed for 
the School District shall be determined by the Superintendent 
after consultation with the SFEA president. The School Board 
shall issue a contract for the following school year to the SFEA 
president which requires the SFEA president to perform duties for 
the School Board in the appropriate proportion of a full-time 
contract. The District shall pay to the teacher/president a regular 
full salary, plus social security, retirement, insurance and any other 
benefits which would accrue if assigned full-time to a teaching 
position. The SFEA agrees that it shall reimburse the District 
monthly for that proportion of such salary as corresponds to the 
extent to which the individual is not assigned to full-time duties 
with the School District. The SFEA president shall be granted one 
(1) full year of teaching experience for each year of service as SFEA 
president. The School Board shall reassign the SFEA president in 
the school year following his/her presidency to the same building 
grade level, subject matter area assignment, and related working 
conditions as previously held.
Article XV -  Summary, No Strike Provision. Survival 
Section A -  Entire Agreement
This agreement constitutes the entire agreement between 
the parties and any terms, conditions, statements, representations, 
oral or written, not contained in this agreement shall not be binding 
on the parties.
The contents of this agreement may not be re-negotiated 
during the term of the agreement except by mutual consent.
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Section B -  No-Strike Provision
It is recognized by the parties that South Dakota law, 
SDCL 3-18-10 prohibits strikes by public employees. The 
Association agrees that it will discourage, and will not, directly 
nor indirectly, condone or participate in any strike. The work 
"strike" shall mean the failure to report for duty, the willful 
absence from one's position, the stoppage of work, or the abstinence 
in whole or in part from the full, faithful and proper performance 
of the duties of employment by concerting action with others, and 
without the lawful approval of one's superior, or in any manner 
interfering with the operation of the government of the School 
District for the purpose of coercing a change in the conditions or 
compensation or the rights, privileges or obligations of 
employment. In the event such prohibited activity occurs, and upon 
notification from the District, the Association will immediately 
take such action as is reasonable and necessary to terminate such 
activity and to provide written evidence to the District that the 
same has been accomplished, if the Association believes the 
person(s) was not engaged in an activity prohibited by this 
contract, or not otherwise illegal, the right of the Association to 
assist the person(s) to dispute the dismissal is reserved.
The Association further recognizes and agrees, that 
violation of this no-strike agreement by the Association shall 
constitute breach of contract by the Association.
Section C -  Survival of Recognition and No-Strike Provision
If this contract expires without a new contract between the 
parties, or is otherwise terminated before its intended time of 
expiration, the Recognition Clause (Article 1, Section A) and the 
No-Strike Clause (Article XV, Section B) shall survive the 
expiration or termination until such time as a new contract is made 
by the parties, or until the Association is, pursuant to law, no longer 
the recognized bargaining representative.
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Section D -  Duration
Unless otherwise agreed to by mutual consent ol the parlies, this Agreement 
strait be effective trom July 1, 1992, and shall continue in ellect through June 30. 1995
Sioux
In witness whereof ttie parties have caused this agreement lo be signed at 
Falls, Soulh Dakota, Ihe .->V day ol ... . , __ , 1992
Sioux Falls
Education Association
By (. (A m u  ^  YyAe_ 
Its President
y.VD
Sioux Falls 
School District 49-5
By
Its Chief Negotiator
By —L —l_  __
Its Business Manager
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
Part-time Hourly Procedures:
Placed on SEVTI salary schedule based upon educational/ 
occupational/ teaching experience and compensation prorated on an 
hourly basis.
May be awarded special rates for professional services to 
correspond with the prevailing industry standards.
Compensated at the after duty/curriculum development 
rate for non-teaching activities where attendance or curriculum 
development is requested by the supervisor.
Are certifiable according to state certification standards 
and must seek certification if they teach an annual average of 15 or 
more hours per week.
Will have their instructional techniques surveyed through 
a student opinionnaire and reviewed by the supervisor.
Will be required to participate in appropriate in-service 
activities designed to develop effective teaching strategies and to 
describe SEVTI policies and procedures.
These procedures shall not apply to persons employed at 
SEVTI during the 1992-93 school year.
APPENDIX "A
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A full time teaching load for SEVTI instructors will be 
determined by the number of student contact hours identified by 
categories on the workload conversion table.
Teaching load may be averaged over the instructor's contract 
period. Additional payment for teaching load above 108% or a pay 
deduction for a teaching load below 92% will be made on a point for 
point basis above/below the range following the completion of the 
contract period unless prior arrangements have been made.
An instructor who is assigned to teach a credit evening course 
or an off campus Adult Vocational Education credit course will be 
granted one additional percentage point for each credit assigned to 
the course. Non-credit Adult Vocational Education courses will be 
pro-rated based on the percentage of hours taught in relationship to 
the equivalent number of lecture/lab quarter hours (e.g., a 13 hour 
lecture class = 1 hour of teaching per week which equates to 5% of a 
teaching load).
A normal duty day for a full time instructor shall be a 
continuous eight hour period between 7 a m. and 5 p.m. Lunch shall 
be 30 minutes.
Exchange time will be available for instructors teaching beyond 
the normal duty day when assigned such hours to complete their 
workload. Exchange time will not apply to part-time instructor 
schedules nor to that portion of a full time instructor's schedule 
when the instructor is receiving extra pay for teaching the course.
For the purposes of determining a full teaching workload, 
additional instructor non-teaching duties may, at the discretion of 
the Director and for the best interest of the institution, be assigned 
by giving percentage points based upon the special assignment 
column of the workload conversion table.
APPENDIX "B"
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WORKLOAD CONVERSION TABLE
Lecture/ Lab/Shop Special
Hours Discussion Clinical Exp. ABE Assignment
1 5 4 3 3
2 10 8 7 6
3 15 12 10 9
4 20 16 13 11
5 25 20 17 14
6 30 24 20 17
7 35 28 23 20
8 40 32 27 23
9 45 36 30 26
10 50 40 33 29
11 55 44 37 31
12 60 48 40 34
13 65 52 43 37
14 70 56 47 40
15 75 60 50 43
16 80 64 53 46
17 85 68 57 49
18 90 72 60 51
19 95 76 63 54
20 100 80 67 57
21 105 84 70 60
22 110 88 73 63
23 115 92 77 66
24 120 96 80 69
25 125 100 83 71
26 104 87 74
27 108 90 77
28 112 93 80
29 116 97 83
30 120 1(H) 86
31 89
32 91
33 94
34 97
35 100
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CONTRACTUAL HIGH SCHOOL EXTRA DUTY ASSIGNMENTS
Basketball - Head Coach, Boys and Girls
Football - Head Coach
Gymnastics - Head Coach
Track - Head Coach, Boys and Girls
Wrestling - Head Coach
Volleyball - Head Coach
Cross Country - Head Coach
Athletic Trainer
Drama - Drama Artistic Director
Music - Orchestra Director, Band Director, Vocal Director 
Forensics - Debate
Publications - Newspaper Advisor, Annual Advisor
APPENDIX C
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